EDITORIAL
A surprisingly busy month fell upon me yet again with carrying
out numerous lectures, one of which was at the Mysterious Earth
Conference in Preston. A very well organised event by Neil
McDonald. I’d also like to take this opportunity in thanking our
reporters Jackie Heighway and Rod Howarth. There have also
been numerous investigations, one of which involves a residential
home in Bolton, UK where the witness reported strange paranormal occurrences. We are currently looking into the research of the
building and land and hope to bring some news in the near future.
You may have noticed something new on our front cover. Yes! We are now
available throughout Russia and I am pleased to state even a fellow enthusiast
within the Kremlin is receiving our magazines and reports that they have been
well accepted. A special thanks to Robert Snow for his distribution assistance on
this matter. Also, there are a couple of new digital magazines on their way
brought to you by Philip Mantle and Gary Haseltine, so watch out for their arrival, I’m sure these UFO publications will make interesting reading. So, another
month, another fascinating issue covering numerous subject. Just a quick one to
say all back issues of Phenomena Magazine are now available to download for
free on our new website at: http://www.phenomenamagazine.co.uk

SUB-EDITORIAL
Maybe this should be a kind of add-on or extension to a previous
sub-editorial cautioning against the dangers of casual ghost
hunting and the entities that can (and from personal experience
do) latch on to those involved. This is not a matter that can ever
be taken lightly, because there are entities out there that can and
will do us harm if they can.
I have encountered them and so has Steve, so it never ceases to
amaze me why so many normally well-intentioned people expose
themselves needlessly to some truly remarkable degrees of real danger and
harm when they participate in ghost hunts and similar projects, (like using Ouija
boards, which is another major no, not unless someone really knows what they
are doing, because these things are NOT toys and CAN cause harm).
What also never fails to surprise me is the astonishing degrees of selfimportance and ego displayed by some individuals who become involved in this
subject. They forget that there is absolutely NO consensus on what motivates
the entities that exist in the hidden realms that surround us, because, and make
no mistake about it; they do, nor even what this realm actually is or where it
lies.
OK that’s it, rant over, and just a reminder that if anyone out there feels that
they have tale to tell, please get in touch with either Steve or me via our email
addresses and if suitable we would be delighted to put it in print.
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Just One look: The Power of the Evil Eye
By Stephen Wakefield

A great deal of magic and religious practice
translates directly to some of the most fun‐
damental needs and fears inherent to the
human condition, none of which has ever
been more threatening or frightening to
individuals and cultures alike than the
‘unknown.’
Whether in terms of a dark expanse of
woodland, the cause of a great and over‐
whelming storm or the mysteries surround‐
ing the end of life, the unknown is an atro‐
phying agent as it presents us with a terrible
self‐crisis: that we do not have full aware‐
ness, or dominance, in a given situation. We
are not omnipotent, not immortal, and de‐
spite the confidence in oneself which is
needed to successfully operate and survive
from day‐to‐day, the unknown taunts us and
whispers in our ear that there is more to the
life of the world than us. There are secrets,
terrifying in their obliquity and, therefore,
their possible threat to us, which reveal our
ultimate impotence in the face of greater
forces, of a life itself which is no way needful
of our participation.
Humanity has a singular manner of over‐
coming this challenge, toward the unspoken
danger which could permanently cripple if
its seed of doubt be allowed to grow expo‐
nentially: the very facet of the mind which
makes such a cruel awareness possible can
also be used to counter it, and to make
sense of the chaos which the unknown
represents. Thus, through a mixture of rea‐
soning and imagination – of course based on
the individuals’ own previous experiences,
understandings and intelligence – certain
‘gaps’ of knowledge can be filled, and a sem‐
blance of order and control be regained
even as the abyss is faced. The unknown,
though not conquered, can be given a face
of sorts and compartmentalised, so that
even in its continuing menace it is at least
recognisable, possibly avoidable and up to a
point combatable.
This process is no more apparent than when
people seek to find cause for personal mis‐
fortune, where a key aspect of recovery
appears to be an ability to apportion blame,
often externally. Gods can be blamed for the
blighting of crops, illness and decline, as
they exert their own form of justice and
occasional terror which may only be under‐
standable to them. They are as enigmatic as
the unknown, only ever partly compre‐
hended and as such capable of inflicting
terrors without any apparent reason.

The same can be said of various supernatu‐
ral creatures, from demons to fairies,
gnomes and fantastic animals, whether act‐
ing through casual malignancy, spite or a
specific desire for revenge on a person or
household.
Another, perhaps more obvious aggressor
can be found much closer, however, one
who may be wholly understandable if not
expected. How can it be avoided that the
most likely cause of misfortune is another
man or woman, jealous of your lot just as
you have been jealous of others in the past,
and eager to see you fail so that they might
gain, or at the very least the balance be‐
tween you be equalled once again? Why
would those with less not be driven to cal‐
lous acts of retaliation due to your apparent
wealth, whether in the form of money,
home, offspring or cattle? This threat must
be possible, as ill fortune does not merely
befall good people without some due cause
– and you yourself know how capable the
mind is of covetousness...imagine, if such
desires were coupled with unnatural pow‐
ers, what great damage could be inflicted!
The ancient and widely‐held fear of the ‘Evil
Eye’ is a perfect example of this reasoning, a
deeply‐rooted belief aided by the everyday
struggles of life, poverty existing in the midst
of relative fortune, and not least by the
presence of shamanic figures, wise men and
women and the downright supernatural
within all manner of communities. So primi‐
tive and universal is the appeal of such a
belief, Frederick Elworthy stated in his won‐
derful work ‘The Evil Eye’ (1895) that as an
example of fears, doubts and interpretation
of the unknown, it was ‘...the basis and ori‐
gin of the Magical Arts.’
There is a long and distinguished precedence
of texts ascribing mystical properties to the
eyes, a notable example being the ‘Enneads’
of Plotinus (204/5 – 270 C.E.) where it is
suggested that, as light is a quality made of
intelligence and spirit emanating from God,
then the perception of that light is in itself a
form of spiritual act. To see is to be in the
midst of a spiritual experience, and the eye
is a sacred vessel which could never ‘...have
looked upon the sun had it not become sun‐
like...’
The capabilities and nature of the eye were
chronicled to various ends by the likes of
Plato, Hesiod and Plutarch, the latter of who
considered the mystical abilities inherent to

the eye – including the emission of deadly
rays – as an inexplicable fact. Resulting
expressions of this belief would help to
create the mythologies surrounding the
Basilisk (the ‘king of the serpents’ hatched
by a cockerel from a snakes or toads egg),
the Cockatrice (a two‐legged dragon with
the head of a rooster) and of course Me‐
dusa (the Gorgon with serpents for hair).
Where the latter two might petrify with
their malefic gaze, all three were capable of
killing at a glance, all through magical prop‐
erties exerted through the eyes.
That any such ability might exist within
humanity was perhaps an inevitable devel‐
opment of thought, and just as the eye
could be understood in terms of spiritual
evolution, prescience and wisdom, it could
also be deemed to be destructive, vicious
and negative to those who received a
glance from those with the ‘gift’ of the Evil
Eye – the repulsive gift of the Devil or other
nefarious forces to those who sought to do
ill to his sister and brother.
Interestingly, however, of the various be‐
lieved causes of the Evil Eye, outright curses
by those seeking vengeance has rarely been
a central factor. Rather, the envy of covet‐
ous people, the most common cause, has
frequently been considered to produce an
involuntary reaction instead of an inten‐
tional attack, and those bearing the
dreaded gaze have been thought to be
equally if not more cursed than the unfor‐
tunates that they accidentally brand with
their feelings of jealousy. This belief contin‐
ues today, as even in the parts of Italy and
Sicily where the Evil Eye can be deemed to
be a conscious act, the ‘jettatura’ or
‘projection’ which they inflict can be seen

The Evil Eye.
The evil eye is a
look that is be‐
lieved by many
cultures to be able
to cause injury or
bad luck for the
person at whom it
is directed for
reasons of envy or
dislike. The term
also refers to the
power attributed
to certain persons
of inflicting injury
or bad luck by
such an envious or
ill‐wishing look.
The evil eye is
usually given to
others who remain
unaware...

Wikipedia.
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The Evil Eye.
The idea ex‐
pressed by the
term causes many
cultures to pursue
protective meas‐
ures against it.
The concept and
its significance
vary widely among
different cultures,
primarily the
Middle East. The
idea appears
several times in
translations of the
Old Testament.[6]
It was a widely
extended belief
among many
Mediterranean
and Asian tribes
and cultures.
Charms and deco‐
rations featuring
the eye are a
common sight
across Afghani‐
stan and Turkey
and have become
a popular choice
of souvenir with
tourists...

to emit from a deeply distressed and trou‐
bled individual who feels isolated because of
their power.
With this in mind, the term ‘Evil Eye’ can be
seen as somewhat misleading, loaded with
negative connotations. However, despite
other less emotive names like the English
‘Overlook,’ the results remain dreaded and
the subsequent disquiet around those with
the ability an unfortunate but understand‐
able reality.
Racial prejudices can be clearly exercised
through beliefs of the Eye, as in Turkey and
other countries where blue eyes are uncom‐
mon and so mistrust of those with them can
be apparent; likewise social tensions can
manifest themselves, such as with the over‐
bearing attention of a childless woman to a
newborn baby, whereupon the overbearing
attention given can be seen as dangerous to
the infant’s health. The instinct of protection
for one’s ‘property’ and wellbeing is strong
in both case, and fear of an unknown ele‐
ment (blue eyes) or projected feelings of
inequality (childlessness) can lead to deep
suspicions on the part of the eventual, self‐
perceived victim, even when the ‘evil’ of the
assailant is in question.
Related fears were documented in ancient
Mesopotamia, were apparent in Egypt,
Greece and Rome, and through the im‐
mense scale of the Roman Empire (within
which entire tribes like the Scythia were
deemed to bear the power) and, later, the
spread of Christianity, maintained at points
a steadfast belief and at others a weary su‐
perstition of the Evil Eye. Informed by rites
such as the Jewish census count (which saw
a shekel per person paid to the census taker
rather than a list of names offered in order
to avoid jealousy and ‘ayin ha’ra’ befalling a
populous and healthy family) and indoctri‐
nated through scripture (where the likes of
Deuteronomy 15:9 and Proverbs 28:22 seem
to suggest that undue wealth will lead to
selfishness and the recrimination of those
without), the possibility of the Evil Eye strik‐
ing hard‐working, honest people remained
an active belief across the Middle East and
eventually through parts of Africa, Europe
(predominantly in the Mediterranean re‐
gion) and the Americas.

Wikipedia
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Where such cultures and faith flourished or
at least passed through, so did concern for
the Eye – after all, if Jesus could declare that
the Evil Eye was one of the things that might
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‘...come from within and defile the
man’ (Mark 7:21‐23), then was it not a thing
to be repulsed by, anathematised and
warded away? The Church Fathers certainly
considered this to be the case, offering a
prayer in defence of it, and the legitimate
continuation of such fears was assured even
as empires rose and fell, wars raged, and
science and industry developed apace. The
‘böser Blick’ of Germany, ‘malocchio’ of
Italy, ‘Urokljivo oko’ of Serbia and ‘ayn al‐
ḣasūd’ of the Arabic‐speaking nations are
continuing legacies to this, whereupon one
feared glance might bear such harmful en‐
ergy as to blight, maim, lay waste to fecun‐
dity and even kill.
A particular reason for the hold of Evil Eye
fears over so many people and societies can
be explained in part by those that are be‐
lieved to be most affected. Though impo‐
tence can be rendered in adult males, and a
similar loss of the creative seed on occasion
found in various fruit trees, it is the young
and weak of constitution that are usually the
apparent victims, children who are open to
outside influences and unable to care for
themselves, and cattle that can easily fall to
weakness and death should circumstances
allow.
Fears revolve around the manipulation and
spoiling of innocence; of infants struck down
by ailments which cannot be remedied
through the love and care of a parent alone;
of the mother’s milk being cursed to dry up
and severing the maternal bond which gives
such vitality to newborn children and cattle
alike, all due to what might be an accidental
release of spiteful energy by one who lacks
such a life‐changing connection or who re‐
sents its having passed. Essentially, the fear
is of life being dried up, withered and
claimed where that life is at its most promis‐
ing and precious, a symbol of a family’s pre‐
sent and future wellbeing that in its signifi‐
cance and ramifications is as meaningful
today as it was at the beginning of time. The
loss of a life that we are charged with caring
for is a devastating blow, and terror at the
thought of such an event is awesome and
insidious.
Some of the immediate remedies for an
attack of the Evil Eye suggest a degree of
guilt over good fortune, the need to dispel
any sense of pride, such as where an ad‐
mirer’s overzealous attentions toward a
baby can be countered by announcing to
God that the infant is not as perfect and

precious as has been suggested. The words
of Jesus in Mark’s gospel resonate here,
where happiness at one’s own fortune can
be deemed as conceited and selfish, leading
to a form of divine remonstrance. Should
this be the case, then the wielder of the Eye
is not completely responsible for the illness
and loss, and it is the parent that is ulti‐
mately to be held to account – and an indi‐
rect manner of dealing with one’s perceived
failures as part of the grieving process be‐
comes somewhat more apparent.
Actual diagnosis of an affliction by Evil Eye
varies widely between different cultures.
Once an initial concern has been raised
through an apparent diminution of vitality,
a general cessation of ‘life force’ and with it
great distress, the healers and wise folk can
affirm or discount such a curse through
various rituals which make use of natural
objects like coal (which, if it floats, suggests
the Eye) or blessed substances (particularly
holy water, which will eject melted wax if
the patient is indeed under a spell). Similar
observations are made toward hen’s eggs in
Mexico, where they are passed over the
infant’s body and placed under the bed,
ideally below the head, and cracked open
to reveal what is hopefully a normal cyto‐
plasm and yolk. Should the inside bear a
similarity to an eye or be hard, however,
then an Evil Eye is certainly at work.
Methods of protection – so‐called
apotropaic amulets and the like – far out‐
number the means of ridding the Eye once
delivered, though together this array of
gesticulations, charms and rituals is vast
and again can prove analogous to the cul‐
ture or country in question. Of course, reli‐
gious symbols like the Eye of Horus, Seal of
Solomon and even the very name of God
are suitably imbued with sacred power to
deflect any undue attention, and knots can
be tied in cord (Mesopotamia) and red
crimson threads placed on the heads of
horses (Hebraic tradition) or around the
neck or wrist of a child (Europe and some
areas of India) so as to defend against the
broader machinations of witchcraft, but it is
in the somewhat more instinctive, environ‐
mentally‐specific approaches that explicit
perceptions about the Eye, its power and
properties become more apparent.
A weird and wonderful array of gestures
and hand actions are one of the most com‐
mon approaches to warding off the Eye,
including the ‘digitus infamis’ of Roman
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culture (the middle finger raised), the cross,
the ‘mano cornuto’ or ‘horned hand’ (index
and little finger) popular in Italy, and the
‘mano fico’ or ‘fig hand,’ again more wide‐
spread in Italy (where the thumb is placed
between the index and middle finger to
represent the penis within the vagina).
Where some of the
traits suggested here
have at points been
adopted as permanent
amulets – namely the
‘mano pantea’ or
‘hand of power’ of the
Roman Empire, embla‐
zoned with numerous
life‐affirming and evil‐
negating signs and
symbols – to the most
part the very essence of these protective
gestures, their spontaneity, grandness and
genuine energy, have served as the most
psychologically cathartic and thus successful
defences against the Eye. As such, vigorous
displays of vulgarity remain a popular and
immediate form of resistance to the curse.
The image of the eye has also been tradi‐
tionally employed for the purposes of pro‐
tection. Where Greek and Roman civiliza‐
tions daubed the prows’ of their sailing ves‐
sels with painted eyes, similar were also
applied to drinking cups (again in Greek
culture), the ‘Nazar’ of Turkey have long
been used as colourful ornamental hangings
with much the same purpose for boats and
homes, and the ‘Hamsa,’ ‘Khamsa’ or ‘Hand
of Miriam’ remains a common amulet across
parts of North Africa and the Middle East
which combines, as so many other methods,
the image of the hand – here upheld – and
the eye, in defiance of any evildoer.
Various foods and grains offer a further bar‐
rier against the malefic, most notably those
which are considered to resemble the eye:
the aforementioned egg, lemons, the rue
plant (with its eye‐shaped fruit) and the
legume seed ‘ojo de venado’ or ‘deer’s eye’
of Mexico all find application in a continua‐
tion of the most basic magical tenets of sym‐
pathy and antipathy. Of course, another
perhaps more ‘civilized’ reaction to the Evil
Eye is to pray to God for deliverance, as it is
His will which would ultimately claim or
release a victim. This is certainly the case
within Islam, whereupon Mohammad con‐
firmed the existence of such powers yet in
all cases deferred any opportunity of

survival to Allah, any talismans or charms
being idolatrous and, thus, powerless. The
Hebraic faith can be seen to loosely follow
this same theological viewpoint, as it too
holds that the Evil Eye is only effective when
a jealous person’s view of one who is unde‐
serving of his or her fortune is upheld by
God due to that being’s selfishness and arro‐
gance. Prayer for forgiveness and due peni‐
tence may be the only true means of deliver‐
ance where this is the case, though the array
of apotropaia used across the globe for
many centuries is unlikely to diminish even
with this in mind. In some cases, the more
numerous and tangible the responses, the
better...
Though easily dismissed as nothing more
than superstition, fears regarding the Evil
Eye are tenacious – possibly due to the deep
‐seated insecurities that they spring from
and manipulate. R.C. Maclagen’s 1902 study
‘Evil Eye in the Western Highlands’ docu‐
mented continuing beliefs in parts of Scot‐
land where it was ‘...said by old people that
the greedy eyes could split asunder the very
rocks’ and only a few years later, in 1909,
the last ‘master of witches’ in Canewdon,
Essex died – one George Pickingdale, a farm
labourer who was said to have been able to
halt farm machinery with but one glance of
his eye. Superstition and folklore as this all
might be, the concept of the Evil Eye re‐
mains active in many parts of the world
today, not least across Mediterranean
Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
Why this might be the case has already been
considered in part, with possibilities ranging
from xenophobia and subconscious guilt to
varying degrees of social tension. Certainly,
these factors continue to have an effect, and
patterns in the spread of such beliefs can be
identified which suggest just how coloniali‐
zation, religion and even slavery (in the case
of the adoption of Evil Eye and related magic
within the Hoodoo of the Americas) have
played a part in their dissemination across
the globe. Constants of human psychology
and community frictions only serve as cata‐
lysts to the beliefs so instilled within each
culture.
One fascinating and well‐documented the‐
ory was put forward by Professor Alan Dun‐
des (1934 – 2005), in a work published in
more than one volume entitled ‘Wet and
Dry: the Evil Eye.’ Given that these beliefs
seem to have originated in the Middle East
(particularly ancient Sumer) and thrived

mostly in these same areas throughout
their histories, Dundes postulated that the
core fear was that of the ultimate woe that
might befall a person or a village in these
countries, subject as they are to intense
heat and aridity – essentially drought, the
desiccation and decay of life due to a lack of
moisture.
The distribution pattern of beliefs was a key
factor for Dundes in proving his argument,
which identified an association between
water and life as central to the beliefs.
Moisture is, then, the target of the attack,
whether in the form of a mother’s milk, the
man’s semen or the tree’s fruit; it is also the
most common symptom of a stricken in‐
fant, who will suffer from crippling diar‐
rhoea, essentially a purging of the body of
all liquids that will leave the body as no
more than a husk or shell. Moisture is also a
readily apparent element in certain de‐
fences against the Eye, such as with the
‘mano fico’ representation of a male mem‐
ber seeking refuge in the vagina, and, as is
it is held in some quarters, the resilience of
the fish against the curse.
Despite this compelling view, the continua‐
tion of Evil Eye beliefs cannot be extricated
from the psychological processes of the
mind as one relates to the world around
him‐ or herself; Spinoza’s statement that
‘men would never be superstitious if they
could govern all their circumstances by set
rules, or if they were always favoured by
fortune’ certainly rings true here, as we all
know from personal experience that the
human mind rarely accepts ill fortune or
tragedy as deserved; rather, it seeks to
deduce a reason for the devastation, a
cause for the effect, so that it can move on
from the point of calamity and, where pos‐
sible, free itself of responsibility.
Where no acceptable cause can be rea‐
soned, the mind can only face the chaos of
chance, where bad can occur randomly and
without meaning (rationally sound and yet
difficult for the mind to accept), or it can
search for a third party, an outside influ‐
ence, which can serve as the focus for all
upset, anger and hurt.
All of this is as true today as it was thou‐
sands of years ago, and only the cultural
traits which serve as the vehicle for the
beliefs are seen to change – the mental
processes, fears and suspicions are, it
seems, universal and timeless...

One final example
of this can be seen
in the Filipino
psychological
concept of ‘Usog,’
which is itself
dismissed by the
Western counter‐
part as supersti‐
tion. Here, the
overwhelming
attentions of a
stranger or one
with an overpow‐
ering personality,
is believed to
cause in some
patients a disorder
of sorts whereby
the personality
cannot progress
beyond the mo‐
ment of contact
and thus regresses
and effectively
begins to waste
away, losing all
vitality. Another
element in the Evil
Eye tradition is
clarified as a
result, that of the
interplay between
strong and weak
personalities – a
factor which is
implicit in the vast
majority of reli‐
gious, magical and
indeed psychologi‐
cal events in any
lifetime, not just
those which can
be deemed to
result from jeal‐
ousy and spite.
And so the truth
behind the Evil Eye
– or Overlooking –
remains elusive,
very possibly
explicable but only
given a multi‐
valenced approach
which cannot be
seen to offer one
definitive answer.
That, it seems, is
very much hidden
within what hu‐
manity is at its
very core... and
may, for all the
lucidity and reason
that we can pos‐
ture in the 21st
century, have
more than we
might like to
believe with some‐
thing else entirely.
‘We live in the
midst of invisible
forces whose
effects alone we
can perceive...’
‘Dion Fortune’.
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Attack of the Incubus
By Sarah Brownlee

According to legend, the incubus is a demon who
attempts to have sexual intercourse with women while
they sleep. The majority of the time it arrives in the
dead of night, has its way with the victim and then
leaves. The victim will then question herself on whether
or not what they experienced was real; some will put it
down to a nightmare, over-active imagination or sleep
paralysis. Especially in this day and age when such
unnatural phenomena are scoffed at by our society,
there are many people who will dismiss the idea as a
work of fiction created by the while in a vulnerable
state, that fine border between dreams and reality.
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Certainly, few will actually speak of it
through the fear of being dubbed
‘insane’ or simply laughed at. It is re‐
markable how so many humans will
automatically deem something as un‐
believable simply because they have
not experienced it themselves. But I
know that the incubus is not a figment
of the imagination; it is not a night‐
mare (for how could it be when the
one it chooses is fully conscious?) nor
is it sleep paralysis. No, the incubus is
very real and it is also very dangerous
as I shall explain in more detail within
this article.
I can still vividly recall the first time I
encountered this entity. I was 19 years
old and lying on my side, sound asleep
and alone. I came to consciousness due
to the fact that a strange man was
suddenly lying on top of me – at least,
so I thought. Though my eyes were
closed, my mind was fully awake and
completely aware of my surroundings.
An unspeakable fear and terror shot
through me; my first thought was that
someone had broken into my room
and I was about to be attacked. His
body felt extremely heavy, as though a
great weight was forcing me down into
the bed; I could hear his breathing,
slow and deep, and he was pushing
against the side of my thigh. For some
reason, my ears were blocked. In my
mind, though I was completely stricken
with terror, I knew that I had to open
my eyes and face this intruder. Sum‐
moning all the courage I had, my eyes
flashed open. As soon as I opened
them, the weight had gone, the
breathing stopped and I found myself
alone in my room in the darkness, but
with a powerful sense that a presence
still lingered there. Sitting bolt upright,
I did not lie back down for at least half
an hour and I certainly did not sleep
again that night.
I am not entirely sure why this entity
was attracted to me or the reason as to
why it happened to me at that specific
time. My life had been carrying on the
same as it always had been for several
years prior. I told a couple of people
about it, but they scoffed at my insis‐
tence that I had not been dreaming or
hallucinating and brushed it off with
the firm resolution that it had been a
nightmare. Funny how this ‘nightmare’
should only occur for a second time a
week later. This time, I was lying on my
front and came to consciousness for
the same reasons as before; a man was
lying on top of me. But this time, he
was not only gyrating on top of me and
breathing heavily, but I also felt ex‐
tremely cold hands touch my body. He
was extremely powerful and he had

me in a grip that I felt I could not move
from. The breathing was very close to
my ear, but it was deeper and slightly
faster this time. Again, my ears were
blocked. And again, I knew I had to
open my eyes and face this thing. It
was difficult but eventually my eyes
opened and, as soon as I did, the pres‐
ence left me, just like before.
The third time it happened was the last
time for a long time. I did not like this
thing. It frightened me and it was not
welcome; I did not like going to sleep
each night in the fear that I would be
visited by this entity, that it would
attempt intimacy with me without my
consent. So I came to consciousness,
but this time (and this is the only way I
can explain it) I was ready for it. I did
not awaken because it was on top of
me or had engulfed me the way it al‐
ways did; but I felt it come towards
me, it was as though I was about to be
enveloped by something much
stronger than myself. I regained con‐
sciousness from sleep at the exact
moment that it approached me, as
opposed to in the past when I had only
realized what was happening once it
was forcing me down into the bed. And
in my mind I told it to leave and not
come back, with a determination that
surprised even me. I forced my eyes
open and of course there was nothing
there. But it did not return again. Not
until last year.
Through research I had discovered
more in‐depth information about the
incubus as an entity. I found reports on
the internet from women (and men)
throughout the world who had experi‐
enced exactly same thing, a spirit that
tries to force itself upon them while
they sleep. I saw the explanations by
those who confuse realism with nar‐
row‐mindedness and (despite never
experiencing it themselves) seemed
incredibly confident that it was due to
the mind playing tricks upon the
sleeper; hallucinations and sleep pa‐
ralysis, nightmares and a side effect of
those who have suffered from sexual
abuse. I cannot speak for others, but as
a person who has never been sexually
abused, nor one who has ever halluci‐
nated or even suffered from night‐
mares prior to the year before; I found
their claims difficult to swallow. How
could it be that thousands of people in
the world from time immemorial could
be ‘hallucinating’ the exact same
thing? I wondered exactly who had the
real logic and who did not.
It was last year when the entity re‐
turned to me. In fact, I am not even
sure if it was the same one as before or

a different one. I am firm in the belief
that negative entities will be drawn to
those who are in a vulnerable state as,
just like human beings with malicious
intent towards others; it is the perfect
opportunity for them to take advan‐
tage. The first three times it happened
to me, I do not recall being in a particu‐
larly bad place in my life. If I had to
attempt to explain its attraction to me,
I would put it down to the fact that I
am an extremely sensitive and open
person. Many inexplicable things have
happened to me over the years and
the visits from the incubus are just a
few of those. But last year, one of the
worst years of my life, in which oc‐
curred the death of a loved one, the
near‐fatal accident of another loved
one, the loss of my job and the es‐
trangement from my partner, I was
visited once more almost six years on.
And it is with shame and regret that I
divulge what happened.
My house consists of three floors. On
the top floor are two bedrooms, my
own and my sister’s. She no longer
lives with us, having given birth that
year and moving out to live with her
new family, and I had taken to sleeping
in her room, simply for the comfort it
brought me. The one I loved the most,
who had passed away, had been with
me the night before she died in that
room and I wanted to be as near to her
as I possibly could. Strange things have
happened on the top floor; people who
have slept in either my room or that of
my sister have reported being choked

The Incubus.
An incubus (nominal form
constructed from the Latin
verb, incubo, incubare, or
"to lie upon") is a demon in
male form who, according to
a number of mythological
and legendary traditions,
lies upon sleepers, especially
women, in order to have
sexual intercourse with
them. Its female counterpart
is the succubus. An incubus
may pursue sexual relations
with a woman in order to
father a child, as in the
legend of Merlin. Religious
tradition holds that repeated
intercourse with an incubus
or succubus may result in
the deterioration of health,
or even death.

Wikipedia.
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The Incubus.
One of the earliest mentions
of an incubus comes from
Mesopotamia on the Sumer‐
ian King List, ca. 2400 BC,
where the hero Gilgamesh's
father is listed as Lilu. It is
said that Lilu disturbs and
seduces women in their
sleep, while Lilitu, a female
demon, appears to men in
their erotic dreams. Two
other corresponding demons
appear as well: Ardat lili,
who visits men by night and
begets ghostly children from
them, and Irdu lili, who is
known as a male counter‐
part to Ardat lili and visits
women by night and begets
from them. These demons
were originally storm de‐
mons, but they eventually
became regarded as night
demons because of mistaken
etymology.

or strangled in the night by something
unknown. My sister in particular took
to placing several rosaries on her bed‐
posts due to feelings of being suffo‐
cated in her sleep several times when
she was alone in the room; people who
visit often report the uneasy feeling of
‘eyes’ watching them when they walk
along the corridor. I have experienced
all of this also, but I am the only one
who has been visited by the incubus.
It was one night last year in my sister’s
room when I was lying on my back
alone in the dark then I came to con‐
sciousness from sleep. The memory is
still incredibly vivid to me. My ears
were blocked and my head was bang‐
ing gently against the headboard. I
could feel the same weight, force and
movement of as if someone was forc‐
ing themselves on me. While I could
not feel the flesh or the body, I could
feel everything it was doing to me due
to the pressure and motion. My eyes
were closed, but I knew that it was
having its way with me, which had not
happened before. My arms were
pinned down in a weird way on either
side of me and I could feel hands (or
the pressure of hands) gripping my
wrists tightly. Its movement was slow
and gentle, almost tender.
Its breathing was deep and heavy, but
very loud as I could hear through my
blocked ears. I am not sure how long it
was with me for. It is always difficult to
tell the exact time they are with you. It
could have been two minutes or it
could have been two hours. I didn’t tell
it to leave. I deliberately kept my eyes
closed and I did not fight it or fear it as
I had before. Once it was done, the
pressure and force left me I opened my
eyes to the empty, dark room and
thought about it for a long time after‐
wards, wishing it would return. I ac‐
tively asked for it to return but I got
more than I bargained for.

Wikipedia.
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I would urge anyone who has been
vulnerable to the incubus or has an
experience with one never to welcome
it, no matter how alluring it may ap‐
pear. I did the right thing years back
when I told it to go and my biggest
mistake was inviting it back last year. I
truly believe that messing around with
these entities is incredibly dangerous;
there is something evil about them and
they will bring this evil into your home
unless you learn to protect yourself.
After all, what kind of ‘good entity’
would take advantage of a weak per‐
son who has suffered a great deal?
Would a ‘good entity’ invade your body
without your permission for its own
pleasure? It is the same with such
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humans; they are both the same in
that respect, the only difference is that
we don’t know exactly what we’re
dealing with when it comes to the incu‐
bus.
It was after I asked it to come back that
the nightmares began. Not just any
nightmares, but lucid ones, where the
dreamer is aware they are asleep. The
horrors that appeared in these night‐
mares are almost indescribable. There
is the belief that if a person experi‐
ences lucid nightmares one too many
times, the risk of them losing touch
with their sanity and reality is very
great. Several times, I did start to fear
for my sanity. I had experienced so
many unexplainable things, but only
with the nightmares did I ever question
myself as to what was real and what
was not. I have lost count of the
amount of false awakenings I had.
Other things that happened were whis‐
perings in my ear while I lay in bed, not
even asleep. One time, I was lying on
my side when there were sudden whis‐
pers beside me; it sounded as though
there were several people talking to
me in my ear but I could not make out
what they were saying. I only remem‐
ber one line that was recognizable.
Something said to me in a sneering
voice, “Let’s take the pictures down
from the wall.” In my room I have a
multitude of posters with wolves on
them, though I am not entirely sure
why; wolves are just creatures that I
have always been drawn to. I fell
asleep after the whispering and when I
woke up my wolf posters were lying on
the floor.
The feeling of being watched magnified
throughout the house. It got to the
point where I started to walk back‐
wards up the stairs for fear of eyes on
my back. Friends avoided staying
round because they sensed something
‘nasty’ in the house. Things started to
go missing. The temperature in both of
the rooms would suddenly go freezing
cold but only in certain areas. My part‐
ner decided to return to me a few
months later and I will never forget
what happened the night we stayed in
my sister’s room. There is a lamp, a
very tall one, where the switch needs
to be physically slid in order for the
light to brighten or dim.
Whilst we were lying on the bed in the
room with the light was dimmed, I
suddenly got a sinking, unexplainable
feeling in my stomach. Without warn‐
ing, the light just shot up. I knew with‐
out a doubt that something was in the
room with us. My partner slid the
switch back to its original dim light.

I turned to him and whispered, “I don’t
think you should stay in this room to‐
night.” Immediately after I said that,
the light shot up again, this time to as
bright as it could possibly go. The
switch had been moved. Needless to
say, we left the room in a hurry. But for
months afterwards, my partner experi‐
enced the feeling of being choked,
hands wrapped around his neck when
he stayed over.
Even now I cannot say for sure exactly
what happened. I can speculate and
guess about the incubus and its attach‐
ment to me, about why it came to me
and whether it will come again. Only
one thing do I know for certain: it is
real. I like to consider myself as a rela‐
tively sane person; my logic and reason
works perfectly fine in all other areas
of my life, so why should I suddenly
lose that with regard to this? It is a
great shame that society cannot rid
itself of the belief that a lack of solid
evidence means that something must
not be real.

We are so obsessed with having every‐
thing planted in front of our faces be‐
fore we accept the reality of something
that we have blinded ourselves to what
is very real possibility. But perhaps that
is what keeps the ignorant protected;
for those who are more open and sen‐
sitive are more susceptible to such
experiences, both negative and posi‐
tive. There is no doubt in my mind that
I have been visited several times by an
entity, or possibly entities. Their inten‐
tions towards me have not been hon‐
ourable, nor without malice. There are
dark things in this world that we can‐
not explain but that we know exist.
Just as it is with the person who will
stab you in the back, manipulate you
or hurt you for their own gain, so is it
the same with the unseen; forces that
will try to destroy you and use any
means possible to achieve it. If this
happens to you, then good luck – just
stay strong, remember that the power
remains in your hands as long as you
make it clear to them and, above all,
never invite them in...
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Evoking the Spirit of the 8th Earl of Clancarty: The Legend of the Sky People
By Sean Casteel

Timothy Green Beckley just keeps those hits coming! Like a favorite Golden Oldies radio station,
the old days are never really gone and new shades of meaning continue to accrue. Beckley’s
latest blast from the past is a greatly expanded update of Brinsley Le Poer Trench’s “The Sky
People,” one of the earliest books to emerge on what is now the familiar concept of Ancient As‐
tronauts. The new version is called “Legacy of the Sky People,” and includes contributions from
Beckley’s stable of writers. Most people nowadays consider Erich von Daniken and the late
Zechariah Stichen to be the headliners for this ancient aliens show, but Trench, an Englishman
who was also the 8th Earl of Clancarty and thus a member of the House of Lords in the British
Parliament, was there ahead of both those distinguished gentlemen with his groundbreaking
“The Sky People” from the early 1960s.
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Timothy Green Beckley just keeps those hits coming! Like a favorite Golden
Oldies radio station, the old days are never really gone and new shades of
meaning continue to accrue. Beckley’s latest blast from the past is a greatly
expanded update of Brinsley Le Poer Trench’s “The Sky People,” one of the
earliest books to emerge on what is now the familiar concept of Ancient
Astronauts. The new version is called “Legacy of the Sky People,” and in‐
cludes contributions from Beckley’s stable of writers.
Most people nowadays consider Erich von Daniken and the late Zechariah
Stichen to be the headliners for this ancient aliens show, but Trench, an
Englishman who was also the 8th Earl of Clancarty and thus a member of
the House of Lords in the British Parliament, was there ahead of both those
distinguished gentlemen with his groundbreaking “The Sky People” from
the early 1960s.
The story of Brinsley Le Poer Trench is close to Beckley’s heart. Beckley
began to correspond with Trench in the 1960s when Beckley was just start‐
ing out as a UFO journalist and publisher. The two flying saucer enthusiasts
exchanged their respective publications (“Flying Saucer Review,” published
in the UK and Beckley’s “Interplanetary News Service Report” in the US)
and shared a warm correspondence for many years. In the 1970s, Trench
invited Beckley to speak before a special committee on UFOs at the House
of Lords, and Beckley made the trip to London without hesitation. Over
forty years later, Beckley still speaks fondly of the late Earl of Clancarty,
who died in 1995.
It should be noted that Beckley’s Bizarre Bazaar/Conspiracy Journal publish‐
ing “empire” has not shied away from publishing works of great historical
value on the arrival of interstellar beings throughout antiquity. He has pre‐
viously published the works of the great Sir Walter R. Drake (i.e. “Alien
Space Gods of Ancient Greece and Rome” and “Ancient Secrets of Mysteri‐
ous America”) as well as the controversial George Hunt Williamson (“Other
Tongues, Other Flesh,” “Ancient Secrets of the Andes and the Golden Sun
Disc”).
But this is not merely a repackaging Trench’s book. There is also new mate‐
rial from some of the best writers in Ufology with their personal studies of
ancient astronauts theory. For example, Nick Redfern, one of the top re‐
searchers in the paranormal today, contributes a longish chapter to the
new book in which he discusses the Biblical story of Noah’s Ark.
Everyone is familiar with the story, taken from the Book of Genesis. But are
you aware that the story – a great, world‐destroying flood from which God
spared only a handful of righteous mortals and two of every kind of beast –
is also an integral part of other religious traditions, such as the Sumerian,
the Babylonian, and the ancient Hindus? Redfern explains how the story of
a human being instructed to build a ship to shelter a remnant of mankind
from a looming world cataclysm is one of the most universal of religious
myths, spanning the globe with its timeless tale of good triumphing over
evil.
But Redfern’s examination of the Ark story doesn’t end there. Legend has it
that Noah’s Ark came to rest on Turkey’s Mount Ararat. Redfern tells the
intriguing story of how in 1949, a U.S. Air Force flight crew photographed
an anomalous structure protruding from the ice and snow of Mount Ararat
and started a decades‐long effort by the military and intelligence communi‐
ties to understand what the mysterious object actually is.
Working from declassified files obtained through the Freedom of Informa‐
tion Act, Redfern recounts how the anomalous object was thought to be
something metallic, not the gopher‐wood of Noah’s construction, and
therefore possibly a crashed alien ship. The chain of documents uncovered
by Redfern makes for fascinating reading.

When 1950s‐era alien contactees like George Van Tassel also took an inter‐
est in the mystery atop Mount Ararat, they came under the watchful eye of
the CIA and FBI. Information on the structure was at one point leaking like a
sieve, according to Redfern, and the government was determined to plug
those leaks. What was the government so determined to hide? Was the
discovery of Noah’s Ark a national security issue? Or was it a case of an‐
other crashed UFO? Turkey’s own version of the Roswell Incident?
My own contributions to the new edition of “The Sky People” are a couple
of chapters in which I speak to Brad Steiger, one of the most prolific writers
on the strange and supernatural in the world, and Giorgio Tsoukalos, the
official spokesman for Erich von Daniken in the English‐speaking world and
the personality with that wild‐and‐crazy‐styled hair who regularly appears
on “Ancient Aliens,” broadcast over the History Channel.
Steiger recalls attending an Ancient Astronauts conference in the early
1980s at which the main speakers were Erich von Daniken, Josef Blumrich
(author of “The Spaceships of Ezekiel,” written when he worked at NASA)
and Steiger himself. Not in attendance was our man of the hour, Brinsley Le
Poer Trench.“He was probably generally neglected,” Steiger said, “because
Erich von Daniken was the fair‐haired boy at that time and was given a
great deal of credit for coming up with the whole ancient astronauts con‐
cept. It was easier to do then. We didn’t have the media that we do now.
And a book such as ‘The Sky People’ was read by a few individuals, but the
great masses of people then were not interested. Then something comes
out and gets a lot of attention, like ‘Chariots of the Gods?’ As people said,
von Daniken just happened to be standing in front of the cosmic slot ma‐
chine when it paid off.”
Stieger also praised Trench for his theories concerning the Planet Mars,
specifically the idea that instead of Noah being an ancient Israelite, he was
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a great leader on Mars and the Ark was a giant spaceship intended to carry
a surviving remnant to Earth. “At the time Trench said it,” Stieger contin‐
ued, “people weren’t prepared. But it’s been interesting to see that in most
polls the idea of life existing on other planets or in other solar systems is
now generally accepted by young people. Whereas back in the 1950s and
1960s, it was rejected by nearly everyone. More and more, the idea that
life could have existed elsewhere in our solar system doesn’t get a door
slammed immediately.”
Steiger said he has come to feel that, “We have met the Martians and they
are us,” meaning we may have been genetically engineered by a superior
race who originated on Mars and brought life to Earth for whatever un‐
known cosmic reason.“I think, the more I study,” Steiger said, “that we are
definitely hardwired to perceive advanced beings as godlike, and I think we
are hardwired just to perceive and understand a concept of God. Now,
whether that has been hardwired by our progenitors from outer space, or it
is just hardwired in terms of our evolution and our DNA, for how we per‐
ceive entities greater than we, is a question we could discuss endlessly. But
I think it’s just hardwired into us to perceive that we are part of a greater
cosmic entity.”
I also discussed the God angle with Giorgio Tsoukalos, who, along with his
mentor Erich von Daniken, draws a definite line in the sand when it comes
to calling the ancient astronauts the literal Creator God. “Let’s say you and I
create an intelligent species in the lab,” Tsoukalos said. “That does not
make you and me God. The whole ‘God question’ transcends the extrater‐
restrial presence. The extraterrestrials that Erich von Daniken and I talk
about are not ethereal beings. They were flesh and blood, physical people
consisting of the same atoms and molecules and particles that every single
human being and every single thing has here on Planet Earth.
“That is also why the extraterrestrials look like us,” he continued. “The
whole idea that extraterrestrials look like something out of the movie
‘Aliens’ or ‘Independence Day,’ that’s a Hollywood stereotype. But both
Erich and I think that there is an all‐encompassing force in the universe. But
you can’t really put your finger on it. You can’t really touch it. Even the
extraterrestrials have the same exact questions about life, death, God and
religion and all those different things that we are struggling with today. To
suggest that the extraterrestrials have all the mysteries solved – I think it’s
not that easy.”
Tim Swartz, another major writer for Global Communications and the edi‐
tor of the online “Conspiracy Journal,” also contributes a chapter to this
updated edition of “The Sky People.” Swartz gives the kind of broad over‐
view of the ancient astronauts theory that will be very helpful for those
new to the subject as well as for those more familiar with this strange terri‐
tory. He begins by talking about paintings found in caves around the world.
“Cave paintings from Tanzania,” Swartz writes, “estimated to be up to
29,000 years old, depict several disc‐shaped objects that appear to be hov‐
ering over the landscape. Another painting shows four humanoid entities
surrounding a woman while another entity looks down from the sky inside
some sort of box. “Inside the French cave of Pech Merle,” Swartz contin‐
ues, “near Le Cabrerets, are paintings from around 17,000 to 15,000 BCE
that show landscapes full of wildlife with a number of saucer‐shaped ob‐
jects. One painting actually shows the figure of a man looking up at one of
the overhead saucers. In northern Australia, there are a number of cave
paintings, possibly more than 5,000 years old, that show strange beings
with large heads and eyes, wearing spacesuit‐like garments.
The Aborigines call these creatures Wandjina, and according to legend, the
Wandjina came down from the stars in the Milky Way during the Dream‐
time and created the Earth and all its inhabitants.”
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The phenomenon of the cave paintings Swartz describes is the sort of thing
that inspired Brinsley Le Poer Trench and the other researchers of the an‐
cient astronauts theory to begin with, although Trench’s ideas also de‐
pended a great deal on his groundbreaking interpretation of the Book of
Genesis. Trench was among the first to recognize that Genesis actually con‐
tains two different versions of the Creation Story and the Great Flood ac‐
count. This has puzzled Biblical scholars for many years, who believe that
the differing versions were probably inexpertly grafted together from ear‐
lier oral and written traditions. This fact is not taught in Sunday school or
preached from the pulpits, but it is there for anyone to read.
What was Trench’s take on the two different Creation Stories? For him, it
was simple: two different races of man were created by two separate Crea‐
tor Gods, one called the Elohim (which is actually a plural term) and the
other called Jehovah, which Trench says is also a plural term, though not
generally thought of as such. The Elohim created a form of man who is
telepathic, intelligent and sensitive. The Jehovah created a more primitive
form of man, designed to till the gods’ gardens on the Earth and otherwise
be servile and docile.
According to Trench, both races have survived into modern times, but it is
the superior form of mankind created by the Elohim who will eventually
win out. Some of us are rapidly reacquiring the telepathy we were meant to
have from our very earliest beginnings and mankind will eventually become
a sensitive, caring race living again in a virtual paradise. Meanwhile, the
strain of mankind created by the Jehovah will eventually flounder in its
paranoia and delusions of grandeur and gradually cease to exist.
This all sounds a little like the coming of a Biblically‐inspired Super Man,
and one wonders if the entire race being telepathic might not be a little
uncomfortable at times. Alien abduction researcher David Jacobs also be‐
lieves in a future telepathic world, but he questions how a person might
function without the privacy of his thoughts? Like many issues raised by
Trench, this one is not so easily resolved.
Trench also has a prescient moment or two when he writes about global
warming and the threat posed by radical religious fundamentalism. Writing
over 50 years ago, he seems to have his finger on the pulse of our own
times. Was he a prophet himself? The ancient aliens are still with us today,
according to Trench. Some of them live among us unseen, working and
raising families and going about the same everyday activities we all do. This
also has been touched upon by more current UFO researchers, like the late
Budd Hopkins, who claimed that alien/human hybrid creatures – who ap‐
pear utterly human physically – walk among us equipped with telepathic
and other “supernatural” capabilities. These same aliens, Trench believed,
will prevent us from perishing by our own hand, with nuclear weapons or
ecological suicide, which is a welcome departure from the more vocal
prophets of doom. For Trench, our survival was guaranteed, not our de‐
mise.
So whether you’re Bible‐believing or a staunch agnostic, Brinsley Le Poer
Trench and the other contributors to this updated version of “The Sky Peo‐
ple” will give you new and different perspectives on many truths you may
have long taken for granted about God and the evolution of mankind. Be
prepared for a fascinating and complex dive into the unknown that will
surely be worth more than the cover price.

“Legacy of the Sky People” by Brinsley Le Poer Trench,
with new material by Nick Redfern, Sean Casteel and
Tim Swartz, is available from Amazon.co.uk and
Amazon.com

Evoking the Spirit of the 8th Earl of Clancarty: The Legend of the Sky People
By Sean Casteel

Brinsley Le Poer Trench: 1911 ‐ 1995
“I consider myself lucky to have known
the 8th Earl of Clancarty,” says UFO
writer/publisher Timothy Green Beckley.
“Brinsley was a major figure in British
UFOlogy for decades and the editor of the
most prestigious ‘Flying Saucer Review,’ a
magazine known and respected around
the world. At his request I spoke before
his ‘All Party UFO Group’ inside the cham‐
bers of the House of Lords. It was an ex‐
hilarating experience I will never forget. I
had the opportunity to meet many pres‐
tigious luminaries, including Lord Hill Nor‐
ton, Britain’s one time defense minister.
“Brinsley Le Poer Trench,” Beckley continues, “had been a longtime corre‐
spondent of mine. We exchanged sightings reports and the latest chitchat
from across the pond. He was a gracious and humble human being and very
dedicated to the subject. And furthermore, he was the landmark author of
what is unquestionably one of the first books on the ancient astronaut the‐
ory, which maintains that humankind has been influenced and perhaps
even guided by Ultra‐Terrestrial beings.” In the introduction to The Sky
People (1960), Brinsley Le Poer Trench wrote: “Understanding is a gradual
process. It cannot be forced, but far more people today all over the world
than is generally realized have got wider horizons and greater acceptance
levels than hitherto. By greater acceptance levels I do not mean they are
more gullible. Far from it. Although there are still scientists with dogmatic
crystallized views among us, there are also many others with wider and
more open ones. An acceptance level is the level at which concepts, views
and data can be allowed to flow into your mind without being rejected at
the outset as being impossible.

It does not necessarily mean you accept the facts or concepts coming to
you as total truth, but that you are prepared to give them house room in
your mind…”
One of these peers, who also edited the prestigious Flying Saucer Review
after Brinsley stepped down from his esteemed post, Gordon Creighton,
had this to say about his chum: “On May 18th, 1995, at the age of 83, my
old friend and colleague, the Earl of Clancarty, departed from this life. Ex‐
actly 40 years ago, in the Spring of 1955, and known then of course as the
Honourable Brinsley Le Poer Trench, he recruited me as one of the very first
subscribers to the new journal, Flying Saucer Review, which, according to
British press reports, he and some associates were about to launch. It was a
bi‐monthly in those days and the first eight issues were edited by a former
RAF pilot, Derek Dempster, who is still around and, interestingly enough,
only made contact with us again recently. Thereafter, Brinsley ran the Jour‐
nal for the next 20 issues (from Volume 2/4 in 1956 to Volume 5/5 in 1959),
when he handed over the reins to the third of our Editors, Waveny Girvan.
(My own material, including translations from Chinese, Arabic, Russian,
German, Dutch, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and Croatian, had be‐
gun to appear in FSR from issue No. 3 onwards).
“One evening, when Brinsley knew he was about to become the eighth Earl,
he phoned me and said he planned to talk ‘of our subject’ in his maiden
speech in the House of Lords. I told him that if he did so he would be a b.f.
However, he did so, and in 1979 he introduced FSR into the libraries of both
the House of Lords and the House of Commons and he set up the so‐called
House of Lords UFO Study Group, whose members I was myself invited to
meet and address on two separate occasions. Whatever one may think
about some of his particular theories, it remains a fact that the Earl of Clan‐
carty was a brave man who throughout the years stuck to the highly un‐
popular opinion that we Earthlings are not alone…”

April 10, New Moon: The Moon will be directly between the Earth and the Sun and will not be visible from Earth This phase occurs at
09:35 UTC
April 20, Astronomy Day Part 1.Astronomy day is an annual event intended to provide a means of interaction between the general public and various astronomy enthusiasts, groups and professionals. The theme of ‘Astronomy Day’ is ‘Bringing Astronomy to the People’, and on this day astronomy and stargazing clubs and other organisations around the world will plan special events. You can find
ou about special local events by contacting your local astronomy club or planetarium. You cam also find out more abou Astronomy
Day by checking the Web for the Astronomical League.
April 21,22. The Lyrids Meteor Shower. The Lyrids are an average shower, usually producing around 20 meteors an hour at their peak.
These meteors can produce bright dust trails that last for several seconds. The shower usually peaks on April the 21st and 22nd, although some meteors can be visible from April 16 – 25. The gibbous moon could be a problem this year, hiding many of the fainter
meteors in its glare. IT will set before sunrise providing a short window of dark skies. Look for meteors radiating from the constellation and Lyra after midnight.
April 25 - Full Moon. The moon will be directly opposite the earth for the Sun and will be fully illuminated as seen from Earth. This
phase occurs at 19.57 UTC.
April 25 – Partial Lunar Eclipse. The eclipse will be visible through most of Africa, Europe, Asia and Australia, (NASA Map and Eclipse
Information)
April 28 – Saturn at Opposition. The ringed planet will be at its closest approach to Earth and its face will be fully illuminated by the
Sun. This is the best time to photograph Saturn and its moons

Megalithic Tours
Mysterious Earth Conference 2013
Was held on April 13th & 14th 2013 at Grimsargh Village Hall, Preston Road , Grimsargh, Preston, Lancashire , PR2 5JS
John Turkington talked about Long Meg from the Antiquarians to Geophysics. John has degrees in phi‐
losophy and education but more importantly a wide ranging interest in cultural matters including a fasci‐
nation with stone circles and megaliths. He has spoken to many different groups on a variety of subjects.
Johns talk was fascinating and some excellent slides were also shown. Johns lecture was followed by
Geraldine Beskin’s lecture, on the Ancient British Tradition of Beating the Bounds. Geraldine is the
owner of the famous ‘Atlantis Bookshop’, the World's oldest esoteric bookshop, situated in the heart of
London's West‐End, next to the British Museum. Over the years many famous people have been cus‐
tomers at the Atlantis, including Aleister Crowley. Geraldine is keen on most aspects of the Western
magical and mystical paths. She particularly enjoys researching and giving Talks on her current discover‐
ies. Ross Hemsworth was up next talking about 'Mysterious Encounters' The day to day life of a strange
phenomena researcher! Ross is well known to anyone who has an interest in parascience, having hosted
and appeared in numerous TV shows such as Now THAT'S Weird, Ghost Detectives, Haunted Halloween
Live and the BBC's Ghostwatch (Tower of London) and in this new talk, he discussed some of his stranger
encounters, many of which he has NOT been able to rationally and logically explain.
Some of the pictures and video he showed were fascinating and may even make the hardened sceptic
think again about their beliefs. Neil McDonald finished of the first day of lectures with his own cover‐
ing, The Isle of Man, A Megalithic Journey. Neil has run Megalithic Tours for nine years and this Mysteri‐
ous Earth Conference for five years. He has appeared on Edge Media TV, BBC Radio 4 and Glastonbury
Radio's Now That's Weird' and Mysterious West. Neil is also the author of the 'Megalithic Journey' series
of books. So... A great closure to the Saturday.
The Sunday morning kicked of with myself (Steve Mera). I had decided to offer a bit of a varied talk in
regards some of the most profound investigations I had been involved with. These covered two polter‐
geist investigations, assisting the police with certain cases, strange objects photographed in the skies, an
odd occurrence in a supermarket car park, a haunted store in Burnley, Lancashire, an alleged UFO land‐
ing in Urmston Manchester and a few other oddities thrown in. All in all, the talk was well received and
numerous questions were asked. A short break then my college and sub‐editor of Phenomena Magazine
Brian Allan, took to the floor with yet another excellent lecture.
Brian Allan talked about one of his books ‐ The Heretics, Can We Now Explain the Unexplainable? Brian
is an internationally renowned researcher of the esoteric, a fascinating speaker and author of many
books and a well‐known and popular paranormal investigator. Brian has appeared in many documenta‐
ries and TV shows in Britain, Europe and America and runs the 'Paranormal Encounters Group'. Brian’s
lecture was very interesting and he also demonstrated how famously known people and certain well
known TV stars were associated with the Occult.
John Lamb was the next speaker discussing Lancashire's Sacred Landscapes. John shown some fascinat‐
ing slides of locations around the United Kingdom in regards standing stones, barrows, tombs and old
settlements which were clearly visible from above. A truly fascinating and historical lecture. The last
speaker of the event was supposed to have been Paul Bennett, discussing The Megaliths and Rock Art
of Ilkley Moor. Unfortunately Paul could not make it so... A quick adjustment and Christine Clark took to
the floor with an excellent and informative lecture about Atlantis and the Bermuda Triangle. Christine
shown slides demonstrating remarkable ancient masonry and building techniques.
The organiser Neil McDonald finished off the day with thanking those who attended, the lecturers and some information pertaining to his book and up and
coming tours, which in my opinion are not only value for money, but a fascinating and historical trip out to see some of the most amazing locations in the

Contact ‐ Neil McDonald, 01772 728181 ‐ 07799 061991, neil@megalithictours.com

Neil McDonald's Megalithic Tours
Soon to enter our 10th year on the road. 'Join our small friendly groups on specialist tours to
ancient, mystical and historical sites in Britain, Ireland, France, Spain and Malta'.
Neil’s specialist tours visit many of the most popular Ancient, Mystical and Historical sites. The smaller size of our groups means
that we can also reach the more remote, little known sites that Neil has discovered over many years of experience. We visit most
areas of Britain from Cornwall to Orkney and Shetland. Our European destinations include; Carnac in Northern France, the Malta
Temples, and the Santiago de Compostela pilgrimage in Spain. In the South of France’s Cathar Country we look into the mysteries
of Sauniere and Rennes-le-Château, the knights Templar, the Priory of Sion and the Cathars.
Megalithic Tour Groups - are small, friendly and welcoming. Quite a number come along on their own and others with friends or
partners. Many of our travellers enjoy the social side of the tours and value the opportunity to get to know like minded people
during the day, over dinner or later in the bar. Some like to keep their own council of course and that is respected, but many
have made lasting friendships and come back many times. One of our regular travellers recently told me that "we always have
great fun, it's like coming back to see old friends".
For further tour details and general information please contact us. We will respond to your enquiry as quickly as possible.
To book a tour please download our printable bookings form or contact Neil on;
Phone - 01772 728181 or 07799 061991
Email - neil@megalithictours.com
Or Write To: Neil McDonald, Megalithic Tours, 50 Cottam Avenue, Ingol, Preston, Lancashire. PR2 3XH

Neil is the author of a number of books which are available to purchase through his website.
To find out more, or to join one of the regular Megalithic Tours or to visit the yearly Megalithic Conference: visit

www.megalithictours.com
Tour tables and booking forms are available on the above website.

Unhappy Houses
By Linda Bird.

I have to admit I have never liked Chatham, there something about the
place that unsettles me, and I have never warmed to the town or its
people. In 1994 I visited a small, terraced house in Chatham that had a
history of a long‐term haunting. The house had been purchased by a
young, married coupled with two small children in 1992. The previous
owner had died in the winter of 1991 and the house had needed much
renovation. I arrived mid‐afternoon and was soon settled into the spare
bedroom. The first thing that struck me was the generally unhappy atmosphere of the house and its occupants plus a sense of depression
and “heaviness” about the place...
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Unhappy Houses
By Linda Bird.

Over a coffee, Janet and Simon ex‐
plained that when they had first
moved into the house in 1992, they
noticed that small items, such as jew‐
elry and on one occasion, money went
missing or were moved. At first they
hadn’t taken this seriously and consid‐
ered it was nothing more than the
result of forgetfulness on their part,
but in the winter of 1992 the couple
returned home after an evening out
and found that their home had been
burgled. All the drawers in the master
bedroom had been opened and their
contents strewn about the room, the
children’s room had not been touched,
but all the cupboard doors in the
kitchen had been opened.
On further investigation there was no
evidence of a break‐in, as the front and
back door were secure, all the win‐
dows were locked and nothing had
been taken. Over the next couple of
months there was a steady escalation
of incidents these included:

Money missing and turning
up in strange places.
Cupboard doors opening on
their own.
Draws opening and contents
spilled onto floor.
Bed frame shaking or vibrat‐
ing in the middle of the
night.
The refrigerator being found
in the middle of the kitchen
floor.
By the time I arrived, Janet and Simon
were at their “wits end”, the ongoing
incidents had a serious effect on their
mental and physical health and mar‐
riage. Simon had been fairly opened
minding about ridding the house of the
entity, but Janet had always been op‐
posed to contacting the church/
medium for an exorcism as she be‐
lieved this would make matters worse.

INVESTIGATION
During the afternoon the house was
quiet, with just Janet and me chatting
in the sitting room. I witnessed the first
incident when I went to the kitchen for
more coffee – all the cupboard doors
were open! As Simon was not in the
house and Janet and I had been

together all the time, I had to discount
human intervention. As the afternoon
moved in evening, I decided to go up‐
stairs to unpack, on entering the room
I was surprised to find that my over‐
night bag was open and my clothes,
makeup etc. were scattered around
the small room. Most disconcerting of
all, a large armchair was on the bed
and a model dinosaur on the pillow!
The armchair was so heavy that I had
to ask Janet to help me move it back
onto the floor. After I put my clothes
away, I noticed that my gloves when
now missing. I went downstairs and
after 15 minutes returned to the bed‐
room, only to find that the fan was
now on and the armchair was back on
the bed. Once again, Janet and I moved
the chair onto the floor and returned
to the sitting room. There were no
further incidents until bedtime –
which I wasn’t looking forward to as
felt that the armchair incident was a
direct threat towards me.
Before retiring for the night, I paid a
visit to the bathroom only to find the
shampoo, conditioner, and soap in a
perfect circle of on the floor.

I checked the house after everyone
was in bed and noted nothing unto‐
ward, but when I reached the top land‐
ing, I saw a distinct shadow pass by my
bedroom door. Needless, to say I never
slept a wink, but there were no further
incidents that night, and I was very
happy to leave the next day.

CONCLUSION
Even though there was a very heavy
atmosphere in the home, I did not
think that the house was haunted. I
believe that the poltergeist activity
revolved around Simon, who had a lot
of repressed anger and unresolved
issues ‐ the marriage broke up a few
months later. I was never really certain
if there was some human intervention.
I have never had any experience of
poltergeist activity since – touch wood!
I regret not taking a camera!

The Paranormal.
Many people have reported
strange and odd incidents in
their homes, presumed to be
paranormal in nature. Many
private landlords and hous‐
ing associations are aware
of such reports by their
tenants and unfortunately
do not have much of a
protocol in dealing with
them.
If you have had some
strange things go on in your
home, be it your a tenant or
private owner, you can get
help for free. Do not pay
anyone to assist in this
matter.
Simply get in touch with us
here at Phenomena Maga‐
zine and we will arrange the
rest. All forms of investiga‐
tion, administration and
research is free.
Confidentiality Assured.

RESOLUTION
A priest was asked to bless the house
and there have been no further inci‐
dents to date…
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Shhh! Don’t Tell a Soul - Democracy and the Controlled Society
By Brian Allan

I should explain that I do not nor‐
mally subscribe to conspiracy theory
on the grounds that it is exactly that,
a theory and nothing more and as
long as no seismic changes take
place in how we are governed it
remains a theory. But, (and yes, there
is always a ‘but’,) I now see change
taking place with increasing rapidity
and for no good or obvious reason
either.
Changes to how we think, what we
think and what we say, our language
is being remorselessly edited into
something altogether much more
bloodless and anodyne and for me at
least this is no longer acceptable and
little by little these changes leech
away inexorably at the very fibres at
the core of our society.
At first I thought it just had to be me,
let’s face it I’m not getting any
younger, so I thought these improper,
non‐politically correct and scary
thoughts were the first signs of the
latent curmudgeon emerging, but no,
I no longer think so. What follows are
my two pennyworth of opinions, al‐
though whether or not anyone will
actually care let alone notice is a very
moot point. Incidentally my com‐
ments about the Christian religion
apply equally to all religions, for
there is little if any real difference...
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Shhh! Don’t Tell a Soul - Democracy and the Controlled Society
By Brian Allan

We supposedly live in a democracy where our
rights are guaranteed, guarded and providing it
is legal, we are pretty much free to do as we
want…except that we are not; in fact we live in a
parliamentary democracy and that is not quite
the same thing. I have no intention of getting
into parliamentary systems of government here
save to say that they are the result of the cur‐
rent democratic process, but we do not and
cannot live in a true democracy otherwise we
would never get anything done. Sad but true, if
we did have a real 100% democracy, every tree
hugging, sandal wearing, hand wringing activist
intent on trailing whatever ‘cause‐de‐jour’
would stop the day to day functioning of the
country. It’s as simple as that: we don’t have a
real democracy because we could not live in
one. The late and iconic wartime leader Winston
Churchill put it rather well when he said,
‘Democracy is the worst form of Government,
except for those that have been tried so far’,
The other side of the coin looks like this; we
elect a government to supposedly look after the
country, although it has also been suggested
that it is the civil service that runs the country
and governments (of whatever political hue) are
only a convenient mask it wears. In a way this
closely parallels the Vatican, where whichever
faction has the most influence (it would seem
somehow sacrilegious to say power) decides the
way in which the Vatican operates politically.
There has been a long standing battle for control
between Opus Dei and the Jesuits; Opus Dei
although a fairly recent addition is traditionally
right wing and the Jesuits left wing. In fact some
of the ultra‐orthodox Catholic hierarchy who
were (and still are) utterly opposed to any
changes in Church dogma, such as those im‐
posed during the Vatican II council in the early
1960’s, accused the Jesuits of being run by com‐
munists.
Actually the Vatican (and most religions in fact)
are something of an oddity here, because they
are all instinctively conservative (they have to be
to survive and promote their millennia old sup‐
posed ‘truths’) yet manifest many left wing
traits which are part and parcel of that agenda;
Christ was not, after all, noted for having right
wing tendencies. This was demonstrated when
the Catholic Church sent its priests into the
townships and shanties of many South American
countries and many of the priests ‘went native’,
adopting left wing, almost communist, traits
with some even leaving the church altogether.
This was of course in a direct response to the
right wing brutality exhibited by the dictator‐
ships in those countries, which was to a large
extent either ignored or condoned by the church
these priests served.
Strangely enough the right wing elements of this
juxtaposition are seen in modern day America,
especially among the televangelist poseurs and
hypocrites who preen and strut their unpleasant
stuff spouting the name of God as their sole
justification for what they do. The sad thing is
that this is one of the downsides of democracy,

especially one in which God supposedly plays
such a large part, in word if not in deed. It is of
course all part of the panoply of control mecha‐
nisms that exist both overtly and increasingly
covertly: the same controls that supposedly do
not exist.
Of course to be fair there is a real need to exert
at least some measure of control over popula‐
tions; I suppose you could once again look at
how this is done in the Catholic Church. It cre‐
ates guilt and fear in its followers, both of which
are intimately associated with sin and these are
something that only it can resolve through the
sacrament of confession. This does of course sit
well with the culture engendered within its edu‐
cation system where sin must be avoided at all
costs, even (or perhaps especially) sins of faith
that have no direct analogue or parallel in civil
law. Governments, especially British govern‐
ments, again of whatever hue, do it though in‐
formation gathering mixed in with obsessive
secrecy on its part. You must know how this
operates: every time you buy something on
credit, every time you use a swipe card it regis‐
ters on someone’s mainframe and more per‐
sonal details are passed across.
This leads to a state where ‘they’ know all about
us, but we know next to nothing about ‘them’.
The situation has been satirised in various tales
of (hopefully) fiction where governments can
create ‘non‐people’ simply by erasing all trace of
them from its vast data banks. In a society
where much is already operated via swipe cards
and an increasingly cashless society this is be‐
coming easier to do, if your identity is little more
than an algorithm on a chip, then it becomes
simple to cut you off from the means to survive.
If, as seems increasingly likely, and the day of
the subcutaneous microchip draws ever closer,
then that possibility stops being a possibility and
becomes a fact and we are sleepwalking right
into it.
Are these the fears and grumblings of an old
curmudgeon or are they a warning? Are the
young people who are our future becoming
swept ever faster and deeper into this unneces‐
sary and overwhelming information overloaded
world, so deeply in fact that they simply cannot
see the danger because they are part of it? Are
they becoming so compartmentalised by the
overload that they open themselves up to ma‐
nipulation and control by both trusting what
they receive and assuming that it is true?
The FOIA
We do have a Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA), but unfortunately this is of very limited
value because ‘they’ will only reveal information
not regarded (by them) as damaging. This is
revealed in farcical responses to requests for
information, where what is released is, in some
cases, almost totally blanked out with only an
odd and utterly meaningless word dotted here
and there. Sure, the government agency com‐
plied with the law and responded to a legitimate

FOIA request, but nothing was actually revealed
so why bother? The usual excuse is that govern‐
ments need secrecy in order to function effi‐
ciently, which is why we have another nifty
piece of legislation that allows sensitive items of
information to be held in secret for fifty years
and even after that time it is often deemed ‘not
in the national interest’ for it to be re‐
leased….ever! This legislation has been used to
cover up everything from indiscretions by the
House of Windsor to sensitive government
screw‐ups. Yet there are data banks full of infor‐
mation about us and they grow at an exponen‐
tial rate, any attempt by an individual to dis‐
cover what information is actually held about
them is met with a firm rebuff; evidently we
have no need to know.

Let’s take this a little further, the mainframes
and computer systems holding this information
and those charged with looking after them are
paid for by the public purse, which means with
the money taken from our taxes, so in theory at
least they belong to us. Any person attempting
to gain access to this information through the
courts requires them to hire a lawyer or barris‐
ter at their own expense and fight their case;
not so the authorities. They can afford to ap‐
point the best qualified legal talent in the coun‐
try and fight tooth and nail to keep the informa‐
tion about you secret and again with public
money: your money. That being the case, little
wonder that so little information actually gets
into the public domain where it belongs. And
because it does not it breeds and encourages a
culture of faceless bureaucracy, unaccountabil‐
ity and frequently abuse.
This is something that we tend to forget, or per‐
haps fail to consider, everything that govern‐
ment does, (or a local council for that matter), is
funded by the public either directly or indirectly.
If work is carried out by the council the funding
comes either from central government or
through local taxation, either way we still pay
for it. Logic and common sense suggests that
both council and government are, or should be,
accountable to whomever funds them, but they
are not, they are virtually a law unto them‐
selves. For example, if you were to ask for a list
of who works in whatever government or coun‐
cil department, i.e. who makes the decisions
that can cost billions of pounds of your money,
then this will be refused on the grounds of ei‐
ther security or the data protection act. Yes,
that makes sense, or does it? The answer is of
course that it does not, but that does not matter
when dealing with the impenetrable layers of
bureaucracy and secrecy surrounding all levels
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Shhh! Don’t Tell a Soul - Democracy and the Controlled Society
By Brian Allan

of government whether local or national. The
search for truth is a risky venture for anyone to
undertake, particularly if the seeker happens to
make enquiries contrary to what is currently
peddled as ‘the truth’ and that applies to pretty
much anything of note that has occurred. When
a government makes a statement on anything of
importance, especially something that affects
jobs and saves them cash, (you can fill in what‐
ever situation you think applies) and says that
‘No decision has been made’, you can pretty
much guarantee that it has, and not usually one
that benefits anyone except a small group of
faceless men. This called ‘restructuring’ or
‘rationalising’ and only affect those further
down the chain of command, never the captains
of industry (the banks are an excellent example)
who, if they have to go are amply rewarded
with…wait for it…your money.
Actually, it’s easy to avoid wide spread public
scrutiny by diverting the masses with some‐
thing, in fact anything that keeps their minds off
what is actually going on around them. This
normally takes the shape of some iconic figure,
a pretty but very average singer perhaps, that
has been elevated to some illusory level of im‐
portance via a production line, manufactured
talent show and gets tens of thousands to iden‐
tify with her. Never mind the fact that this fe‐
male icon will be used to manipulate the ratings
for the TV show (along with all the rest of the
judges) through manufactured spats and dis‐
putes among them. None of it is true, it’s all
designed to boost the ratings of the show, but it
does not matter because it diverts attention
from what really matters and shows just how
gullible the public actually is.

One such ‘icon’ recently was persuaded (and
had her ego stroked sufficiently enough) to go
on Twitter and within hours had in excess of
47,000 followers and that if nothing else demon‐
strates the point I’m making, i.e. the ultra‐vain
leading the uber‐gullible.
Perhaps it also reflects poorly on the self respect
and self worth of the individual by actively al‐
lowing them selves to be exploited, but hey!
money and fame are powerful drugs that feed
directly into the ego of those involved. Sill,
never mind the reality TV; what about the gutter
press that feeds of this kind of endlessly re‐
hashed and regurgitated stuff? The bottom
feeders who scoop up what amounts to detritus
and garbage and serves it up as news, the élan
vital that keeps the dumb even dumber and
chained to their position in society. However,
best of all is when the ascendant star of that
particular ‘celeb’ finally wanes, because, well,
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there’s always another one waiting in the wings
and all to keep the public entertained and wish‐
ing it was them. However, even a faded celeb
has their uses, after all, who can resist the glee‐
ful shadenfreude of watching them try to rein‐
vent themselves sufficiently well enough to re
enter the arena and (hopefully) bathe in public
adulation again. Meanwhile, the hypocritical
tabloids that made them in the first place cluck
and fuss over how bad they look.
And all to stop the wider public thinking for
itself, because once it does then Frankenstein’s
monster is freed and out of control and that’s
when the method of control used is no longer
just covert. That is when the gloves come off
and all the legislation that has been passed over
the years, the really lethal and oppressive stuff
that is buried in the small print of other legisla‐
tion is invoked and the state crushes any acts of
disobedience and rebellion that might occur. For
example, one particularly worrying piece of
legislation was passed during one of the fairly
recent public health scares. Among the small
print of another related act, it was a decreed
that in the event of contagion spreading and
becoming a real danger to health, if the popula‐
tion in one area refused to obey official edicts to
remain in that specified area of the country,
teams, probably military but not necessarily,
would be authorised to shoot to kill anyone
found crossing the stipulated artificial borders.
This sounds like some grotesque exercise in
gung ho disease and/or population control from
a film like ‘28 Days Later’, but it is not, it is real
and it is already on the statute books. By then it
would of course far, far too late, because once
the kid gloves come off they cannot be put back
on again until the population is sufficiently doc‐
ile; and that could take a very long time indeed,
perhaps even a generation, until every wisp of
dissent had been removed. Know what? We can
change it; all it takes is for individuals to take
note of what is occurring around them and ask
questions, the awkward ones that those in
charge do not want to hear; BUT DO IT NOW!!
Epilogue
Just as this article was being completed the
news broke that the long awaited and much
speculated storm about phone hacking finally
broke. With it came the news that two titles
belonging to the media company News Interna‐
tional, ‘The News of the World’ and ‘The Sun’
had used a variety of illegal methods to gather
news to assuage the public clamour for sensa‐
tion, gossip and scandal. What was truly aston‐
ishing (and repugnant) was the extent to which
these practises had gone on unchecked. It is not
my place to dissect the individual cases, that will
be done by the courts, but what I will do is con‐
sider the implications a broader sense.
There are two ways of looking at it: on one level,
the obvious one, if various types of hacking and
surveillance technology were available to the
private sector then what is available to

government agencies who might also desire to
access information about any citizen? Is this
another example of one face of the Big Brother
society or might it be something even more
sinister?

Let’s come at this through analogy: it has been
seriously suggested that the bloody atrocity
committed by Thomas Hamilton when he mur‐
dered the school children in Dunblane in Scot‐
land was, if fact, a ruse to make sure that the
private ownership of handguns was ended…
immediately and permanently. The removal of
semi‐automatic rifles had already been achieved
at the 1987 Hungerford massacre when Michael
Ryan killed sixteen people and wounded fifteen
other. He had been armed with an M1 carbine, a
Chinese made Kalashnikov semi automatic rifle
and a Beretta 9mm handgun. All were legally
owned and his actions led directly to the re‐
moval of rifles of the type used being removed
from private ownership: Ryan killed himself
before he could be arrested and questioned.
There has been a long standing concern stem‐
ming from the Russian Revolution, when the
population revolted against a repressive and
autocratic monarchy, that it might just happen
here in the UK. Remember that the social order
was so much different then when we all knew
our place, but there was a genuine fear that
because of the glaring inequalities of the era the
whole artificial edifice might come tumbling
down via armed insurrection. It has long been
assumed that the British public always doffed
their caps to their ‘betters’ and loved the Royal
Family, but not so. Therefore the removal of
weapons, especially firearms, which are in quite
a separate category from ‘guns’, from private
ownership became an issue, but how to do it
legally and still keep the public onside?
The process has been steady and incidents such
as the above mentioned Hungerford slaughter
were milestones in that plan and if it took the
murder of innocent children to finally achieve
this then it was an act that the faceless puppet
masters behind the scenes would condone and
perhaps even organise. Rather worryingly, like
Michel Ryan, Hamilton also killed himself before
capture, perhaps the act of a (belatedly) guilt
riddled madman or just a coincidence?
Perhaps, but again perhaps not, we never did
learn why these men behaved as they did, were
they both ‘Manchurian Candidates’ or were they
just insane loners? We will never know and per‐
haps it was designed that way.

Shhh! Don’t Tell a Soul - Democracy and the Controlled Society
By Brian Allan

So it is with the phone hacking scandal and all
the hurt it has caused: everything from the grief
of the anguished families of a murdered teen‐
ager to the squeals of outrage of high profile
sportsmen caught in flagrante dilecto outside
marriage. It has now been suggested that the
phones of servicemen serving in the various
theatres of war have been spied on and even
those involved in the tragedy of 9‐11 also had
their phones hacked. No doubt the media out‐
lets justified their behaviour based on the need
to supply and titillate a level of society that ap‐
pears to be unable to think anywhere above the
waist, but perhaps there was much more to it
than that…an even darker level of possibility

The public is rarely told the truth about anything
and if, as has been suggested, that in spite of its
sheer bloody enormity 9‐11 was ‘false flag’ op‐
eration designed to serve a specific agenda this
proves a point. Because it was so appalling in its
sheer scale no one would dare believe that any
government could inflict such an abomination
on its own citizens. Nevertheless it did happen
and the world and the majority people in it have
been the worse for it and are increasingly cowed
under the weight of more and more intrusive
restrictions on just about everything they do
(and say). Remember that a cowed and fearful
society is that much more malleable and the
authorities are well aware of that.

If the Hamilton abomination finally brought
about the end of private handgun ownership,
might the phone hacking scandal forever pre‐
vent the public from leaning the truth about the
way in which their country is run?

Taken from that perspective can the revelations
about illegal information gathering (and police
bribery) by the media be taken at face value.
Would any government (or governments in con‐
cert) actually conceive and activate such an
elaborate plan to convince their citizens that in
order to stop such events occurring again even
more restrictions must be put in place? The
answer is that we can no longer be sure that
anything done in our name and supposedly for
our benefit and devised by government can be
trusted. Perhaps George Orwell got his date
wrong by just over twenty years, but trust me
the real 1984 is not far away and as I said earlier
we are sleepwalking right into it…

While tabloid, low rent journalism can often be
intrusive (and pointless) in the extreme, proper
investigative journalism has often revealed gov‐
ernmental screw up and cover ups that were
absolutely monumental in scale. There is little
doubt that governments of whatever hue or
nationality just hate their machinations being
scrutinised and equally the bigger the govern‐
ment the greater the need for concealment.

Praise Big Brother...

A NEW DIGITAL MAGAZINE - COMING SOON!

Title: The Murder of Mary Magdalene
Author: Dan Green
Publisher: Healings of Atlantis
ISBN: 978‐1‐907126‐14‐7
Price: £11.99
This, the first book from Dan Green, is a truly riveting work that combines a rare mix of detective work, the truly bizarre occur‐
rences produced by synchronicity and an amazing amount of sheer tenacity. It is a remarkable piece of research that reveals as
much about the author as it does about the enigma surrounding the pivotal biblical figure of Mary Magdalene. The opening
chapters make clear that Dan Green has been on an unbidden spiritual quest almost since birth and many of the steps on this
journey have shaped his unique worldview. He starts by drawing the attention of the reader to a phenomenon he calls the
‘Mother Tongue’ or ‘rabbit language’ where single words, almost in a form of Esperanto, seem to convey much more than their
number of syllables, something that is also a factor in the associated art of Gematria. To make his case the author covers a con‐
siderable amount of material, including such perennial mysteries as Rennes le Chateau, where the author experienced what can
only be described as a UFO encounter, to the temple hypogeum at San Haflieni in Malta (a supposed access point to the fabled
‘underworld’) ending up at the mystical St Michaels Tower on Glastonbury Tor. Portals, places of power, the Knights Templar,
secret tunnels, hidden tombs, religious dogma, deliberate suppression of inconvenient information and the occasionally truly
unsettling coincidences that synchronicity produces (something that I can relate to). Absolutely everything is considered here,
and that’s before the reader is finally, but inescapably, drawn to Lincoln Cathedral, which seems to contain its own enigmatic,
but undeniable version of ‘The da Vinci Code’. This is the authors’ main interest and the source of many more genuine and com‐
plex interlinked mysteries. It is almost impossible to single out any particular chapter of the book, but for this reviewer the reve‐
lations in chapters three, four, seven, eight, eleven and nineteen are almost worth the purchase price alone.
The book appropriately concludes as it began, with a mystery. A recent ground scan revealed yet another anomaly, this time an unmarked chamber, a grave
containing…who or what exactly; proof of The Magdalene or something else entirely? Hopefully the intrepid Dan Green will continue his search for the truth
and update this book. This is a work that is by turns breathtaking and amazing it its sheer scope, it really does go where others fear to tread and is a must read
for anyone who doubts the accuracy of accepted historical (and biblical) truth. Is Lincoln Cathedral (as some have said) literally a battleground where the
forces of good and evil wage perpetual war, and does it conceal the bones of Mary Magdalene? More than that, were the Magdalene and indeed Christ all
they seemed to be? Dan Green makes a very plausible case to doubt it in this book and his persuasive theorising deserves to be taken seriously. I recommend
this work to anyone who wants an alternative to conventional truth; this book deserves to be a real winner.
Title: Paranormal Merseyside
Author: S.D. Tucker
Publisher: Amberley Publishing
ISBN: 978‐1‐84868‐729‐5
Price: £15.99
This is a splendid roundup of anomalous, bizarre and just plain strange events that have occurred in and around Liverpool and
its environs. The author, Steven Tucker, who was born and brought up in the area, achieves a good degree of objectivity, yet
writes both authoritatively and enthusiastically about his subject. The book, which is set out in four sections, lives up to Amber‐
ley’s usual meticulous publishing values. Section One deals with issues like mass panics and urban legends, (the one about lepre‐
chauns is a case in point) and other matters that fall under the general heading of ‘Fortean’ rather than paranormal. Section
Two looks at spiritual matters and the chapter entitled ‘Satan Lives in Bootle’ is truly first class. This chapter is a detailed and
fascinating account of one of the rare cases of a Catholic religious mystic and stigmatic who lived in the area and it does not
make for easy reading either. The author rightly implies that the woman in question, although manifesting an impressive range
of phenomena, may have had serious ‘issues’ regarding her faith. The chapter in this section dealing with a Liverpool version of
the Turin Shroud is also extremely thought provoking. Section Three deals with more traditional haunted locations plus ghosts
and poltergeists: ‘The Pig Killing Poltergeist of Runcorn’ is a standout here, although ‘The Devil and All His Works’ runs it a very
close second. Section Four, most enjoyably, is a full section dealing with an often neglected aspect of the paranormal: UFO’s!
This section, which includes a full blown contactee, also mentions Liverpool’s most famous sons ‘The Beatles’ who apparently
had an interest in this subject, especially the late John Lennon. It also highlights a little known eccentric, ‘Magic’ Alex Mardas, a
TV repair man and self‐styled inventor who was involved with the Beatles in the early days of their ‘Apple Corps’ company. This
book achieves the difficult feat of getting fascinating information across, yet still retaining a spark of real humour and this really
makes it stand out from the pack. Highly recommended.
Title: Fact or Fiction? The Paris and M6 Crashes
Author: Colin Hall
Publisher: AAM / Markosia
ISBN: 978‐1‐905692‐98‐9
Price: £12.99
It is alleged that the crash in England, on the M6 motorway, involved 17 vehicles, including 3 trucks. Miraculously no one was
killed, although there are reports that suggest a few people were taken to hospital. The mystery comes in the form of three
main elements: a tachometer from one of the trucks involved showed that it's speed was reduced dramatically around one min‐
ute before the accident, CCTV footage shows a thin white line shoot across the southbound carriageway at the same time, and
astonishingly, it is suggested that three of the cars involved in the crash had no occupants when police arrived at the scene...
Well, you can imagine what was going through my mind after reading such short reviews, like the one above... A mystery involv‐
ing a strange light and missing people. Sounds like something straight out of a Sci‐Fi movie or an amazing incident that could be
UFO related. I had to get my teeth into this book as I was aware of the crash but heard nothing of a mystery... So, I grabbed my
coffee, settled back and began to read. I lifted my head an hour later and realised my cup of coffee was now cold. I hadn’t even
thought about taking a sip of it. That’s how engrossed I was. An absolutely fascinating read. In fact, I couldn’t put the damn
thing down. Its not often I read a complete book in one night, but it had to be done. The layout and graphics made the reading
pleasurable. By all intense and purpose it would seem that there very well maybe some kind of weird incident that had taken
place which involved something unimaginable. Colin Hall may have just lifted the lid on this... Some research may be required,
but it would seem that there is certainly enough to go at, to suggest something odd went on. A great book, well worth having...

Title: Witch Hunt: The Persecution of Witches in England
Author: David and Andrew Pickering
Publisher: Amberley
ISBN: 978‐1‐4456‐0861‐7
Price: £10.99
This book manages the rare feat of being both informative and authoritative yet still a good read. It begins with a short history
of witchcraft in general with the focus being on how it was perceived in England. This, as we soon find out, was originally with a
degree of intelligence, bemusement and at least some tolerance when the original Elizabethan Witchcraft Act of 1563 was en‐
acted. However when King James I of England, (VI of Scotland), in full, fearful, superstitious tyrant mode, published his infa‐
mous ‘Demonologie’, almost overnight witches became objects of fear and loathing, a view that that has, to some extent,
lasted until the present day. The book is crammed with first hand accounts of witch trials in the form of the original court re‐
cords, set out in both chronological and alphabetical order, culled from the length and breadth of England starting from the
beginning of the witch persecution to its end. Based on the sheer gullibility of those making the charges, to say nothing of those
in the legal profession, some of the charges make for astonishing reading. Almost anything was used as ‘evidence’, especially if
the two parties involved did not get on: crop failure, illness, dead cattle, stillbirth, nothing was ruled out. Two cases of special
note are the notorious Pendle Witch trials in Lancashire and of course the equally brutal Chelmsford trials and both are dis‐
cussed in some detail. Venomous characters like the murderous Puritan zealot Matthew Hopkins (the notorious and self‐
proclaimed ‘Witchfinder General’) appear, and his well attested series of witch hunts in East Anglia are documented. Perhaps
Hopkins started out with some sort of religious justification for what he did, but it seems that this soon changed to a source of
ready cash from local authorities only too glad to be rid of the witches. Overall, this book is a well written, well documented
exploration of the witch hunting craze in England (a truly disgraceful period in our history) and a worthy addition to the book‐
shelf of anyone with an interest in the history of this murky period on English history.

Format: Box set, Colour, DVD‐Video, Full Screen, PAL
Language: English
Region: All Regions
Number of disc 3
Studio: Wienerworld
Run Time: 250 minutes
DELUXE 3 DVD SET OVER 4 HOURS OF REAL GHOSTS! Ghosts Aren t Real? Think Again. Ghostly Spirits have been haunting loca‐
tions all over England for centuries. Hear the chilling tales from people who have experienced amazing and terrifying encoun‐
ters with the spirit realm, Visit some of the creepiest places on earth, where Real Ghosts manifest themselves routinely. Take a
trip to the Mermaid Inn in Rye, England to investigate one of the most haunted locations in southern England. Reports of vari‐
ous paranormal activities have been heard by many throughout the generations. Journey deep into the heart of Scotland s most
secret bunker from World War 2 and discover terrible tales of hauntings from those dark days. Visit the legendary Guy Fawkes
Inn to investigate paranormal activities and participate in a physical circle used by mediums and ghost hunters. Join acclaimed
psychic and medium, Patrick McNamara, as he journeys into the world of the paranormal. Are you ready for the journey?
I have seen many similar DVDs throughout my years of investigation and research, and unfortunately, this is not one I would
remember. Once again, we are presented with some poor footage, paraedolia, smoke, dust orbs and many other things that
could be rationalised. Of course, your giving the old history walk through and peoples accounts of what they have seen or ex‐
perienced, but not much in the way of good visual evidence. Like most DVDs of this nature, you should exercise caution in re‐
gards what you are told and shown, and make your own mind up. On a positive note, there are a few pieces of footage which
are interesting and should require further analysis if it was left up to me. Anyhow... Not one I would rush out to buy, but if its
your cup of tea, then I guess its not a bad price seeing that you get three DVDs worth...
Format: DVD‐Video, Full Screen, PAL
Language: English
Region: All Regions
Number of disc 1
COMING SOON to DVD
Presented by Guillermo del Toro, Mama falls short of The Orphanage but beats hell out of Don’t Be Afraid Of The Dark. During
the financial crisis, a ruined man slaughters his co‐workers and wife then hightails it with his two young daughters. They wind
up in a cabin in the woods, the kids saved by a supernatural force just as daddy is about to shoot them. Discovered five years
later by the man’s brother Lucas (Game Of Thrones’ Nikolaj Coster‐Waldau) and his goth girlfriend Annabel (Jessica Chastain),
the girls are feral. But attempts to domesticate them incur the wrath of that which saved them from papa’s gun. It seems that
‘Mama’ is not ready to let go of her two young charges… Mama’s quick‐moving set‐up jams a lot of nasty business into one
cauldron of unease, and for a good portion of the film, there’s an intoxicating anything‐goes feel to the proceedings. OK, so the
horror clichés mount and too much sloshing around in a grunge atmosphere of flickering lights dashes momentum, but there
are chilling images and precision stings. This is a film with aspirations far beyond the cynical wave of torture terrors and found‐
footage horrors, even if a surrealist finale will leave some viewers scratching their heads. As for Argentine director Andrés
Muschietti, it’s easy to see why del Toro championed him. Mama is fleshed out from his three‐minute short Mamá, and it’s got
its fair share of gothic poetry. The performances, too, are strong ‐ especially by child actors Megan Charpentier and Isabelle
Nélisse. Mama could be the start of a directorial career worth watching. I was lucky enough to pop along to the cinema to
watch this one… I had been told it was quite a good film. I was not disappointed. I was unaware that the movie was in fact a
paranormal one. I figured that out about half way through the movie. Some excellent special effects and good story did in fact
give me a little shiver up my spine. I’ve watched many paranormal movies over the years and this particular one will certainly
remain in my mind as one of the better ones. Available to purchase soon on DVD. Well worth watching...

Back from the bread
Supernatur‐ale
Boozer haunted by ex‐landlord's ghost.

Bakery 'haunted' by ghost called Charlotte
By Katy Docherty.
A HUNGRY ghost of a girl called Charlotte has returned from
beyond the grave to haunt a bakery, its staff insist.
Spooked employees of of the Plaxtol Village Bakery in Petts
Wood, south east London claim to have witnessed the spectre
causing havoc by throwing bread and trays around. They have
even provided a photo which they say shows the presence,
having spelled out the first few letters of her name in caster
sugar. They believe the spirit could be that of a youngster
killed by a V2 rocket that slammed into the area during the Second World War.
Charlotte ... staff at Plaxtol Village Bakery believe
the spooky spectre was trying to spell out name.

By David Love

Manager Louise Martin, 38, said: “The first time one
of us encountered the ghost was in the summer. “I
came into the shop and there were trays all over the
floor. I went into the back and a colleague of mine
was there. “He was crouched on the ground shaking
so I asked him what was wrong. He said the trays
had been thrown off their racks — all on their own.
“I couldn’t believe it — but it has happened again
three or four times since then and I have seen it.”

A SPOOKED pub boss claims his boozer is being haunted
by the ghost of a landlord who died there more than
100 years ago.
Mike MacCulloch called in ghostbusters after hearing strange
banging sounds coming from the bar. Staff and regulars also reported chilling drops in temperature — as well as seeing a green
orb floating in the air at the 400-year-old Clachnaharry Inn, in
Inverness. Worried Mike, 54, was told by the Highland Paranormal
Society his spooky visitor was Donald Forbes, who died there in
1910.

“She is friendly, she doesn’t mean any harm. “She is quite mischievous, quite naughty, but really we think
she just wants to make her presence known — maybe she is trying to send us a message.”

Eerie ... inside the Clachnaharry Inn. And they revealed he was
joined by a spectre called Sandy — and the ghost of his labrador
dog. Mike said: “Once the customers have left, the thumping gets
louder. It’s from behind the walls and gives me the fright of my
life. “They held a seance and communicated with Donald Forbes.
The medium also got another person with a dog and they say there
are others. These are spirits I DON’T want to serve in the pub.”

Give me a new house..this one’s haunted .
Mum’s plea over ghost of ‘Nigel’.
By Andrew Parker.

Spooked staff ... employees have seen bread thrown
around and new owner Remzi Mustafa is perplexed
by trays being thrown around. The name of the spirit
is believed to be Charlotte, after the letters C, H and
A were found eerily spelled out in castor sugar one
day when nobody had been around. Yet the bakery’s
new owner, Remzi Mustafa, 36, has not been fright‐
ened away by the girly ghoul. He said: “Just the
other day, after the recent snow, I came in early in
the morning, around 6.30am.
“As I approached the back door I noticed there were small footprints in the snow. “The footprints led up
to the back door, and then they disappeared — there were no footprints going off in another direction.
“The door was locked so I couldn’t understand what had happened. “We figured because of the size of
the footprints she must be a little girl.”

Ghostly meat‐ings for Robbie.
A SCARED mum is demanding a new home — claiming her cur‐
rent one is HAUNTED.
Stacey McGill, 29, wants a housing association to move her family
after a series of spooky goings‐on. She says a ghost turns lights on
and off and leaves a creepy feeling of cobwebs on her skin. Stacey
moved into the terraced house in Loughborough, Leics, with
partner Carl, 25, and daughter Chelsey, 18 months, last December.
She said: “I noticed something was there straight away. The micro‐
wave started going on and off by itself, and one night we were
woken at 3am by the sound of maintenance works. It’s so unnerv‐
ing.” Stacey called in paranormal investigator Dave Vickers. He
says her home IS haunted — by a harmless spirit called Nigel, in
his 30s with learning disabilities. East Midlands Housing Associa‐
tion said: “We have listened to Ms McGill’s concerns and will
continue to offer our support and advice.”
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By Gordon Smart.
SUPERNATURAL nut ROBBIE WILLIAMS would do anything
to spot ghosts and UFOs. Now he’s got a new pal to help
him do that – MEAT LOAF. The pair have known each other
for years and Meat is planning to take Rob on a hunt for
CHARLIE CHAPLIN’s poltergeist. He said: “Robbie should
absolutely come ghost‐hunting with me. There are so many
places to go – we could head to the old A&M recording stu‐
dios in LA. They think Charlie Chaplin’s down there.”Meat,
who starts his farewell tour in Newcastle on April 5, believes
his body acts as a ghost doorway. He said: “There are peo‐
ple they say are conduits, who are more open to it, and so
this stuff’s been going on since I was a kid.“I’ve seen my mother after she died and my grandmother. I
talked to my mother, and she talked back.“And I’m not crazy, but people would think, ‘He’s crazy’.”

'It does NOT prove the existence of UFO': FBI
debunks the myths of memo on 'second Roswell'
UFO crash.

Take us to your Leesider.
By Ann Mooney.
A VIDEO of UFOs whizzing over Irish skies has
sparked a debate as to whether aliens live among
us — and have settled in CORK.
The three‐minute recording shows a series of bright
orbs flying at different levels over the Rebel County.
The video was taken on a mobile phone last Decem‐
ber by someone with the username Natkis Ireland
and put on YouTube in March. It has attracted huge
interest from people who believe in the existence of
little green men and by the sceptics who say it is a
fake.
However, the video shows three bright lights flying swiftly in some sort of pattern which are then joined by
others moving from the right of the screen. An unnamed Cork voice lilts in the background: “Sorry for the
quality, it was filmed by a mobile phone.” The video has led to lots of speculation with some claiming it is a
fake and others claiming they’ve seen similar sightings in other countries — particularly America. American
horror writer Whitley Strieber said he had the video analysed by three experts — two of whom believed
the tape was a hoax. The third made no decision either way.
In Cork many are trying to claim the bright lights in
the sky occurred around the time that the 100th
anniversary of the Titanic was taking place in Cobh to
honour the passengers who died when it was struck
by an iceberg and sank. They are trying to explain the
contents of the video by saying that flares were shot
in the sky at that time, while others believe they
could be Chinese lanterns. On ‘Out There’ website,
the experts examining the video wonder why there
were no other reported sightings of such a very visi‐
ble phenomenon in the Irish skies and why the film‐
maker did not post it immediately in December
rather than waiting for three months to do so.
Two of their three experts believe there is a possibil‐
ity the video is real. However they wonder why the
video has no audio, how the orbs appeared in ex‐
actly the right place and why the film‐maker had no
interest after the lights disappeared behind bushes.
One expert says: “Cork is a big city and yet so far no
independent reports have surfaced. But there is no
evidence that he personally possesses the skills to
have faked this video. On the other hand a skilled
confederate might have been involved.” Another
said: “I’m going to come down hard off the fence
and cry ‘foul’. This event, if real, would surely have
drawn not only media coverage, but also other vid‐
eos from different locations.”

Florida residents baffled by military mystery as they thought the spotted an
Army aircraft but now believe they saw a UFO.
Residents of a Florida city now believe that they have spotted unidenti‐
fied flying objects because the ruled out all other options. The people of
Ocala, Florida claim to have seen a military style aircraft flying over the
city, but Navy officials have denied any knowledge of their planes being
used in the area at the time of the supposed sightings.
Local station WKPMG reported that the concerned residents described a true spectacle and not simply one
rounded disk of an airplane. Military mystery: Residents of Ocala, Florida thought that they saw a group of
military helicopters (possibly like this one) flying overhead in the early hours of Monday morning. They
allege that the unidentified eyewitnesses saw a mystery aircraft that was flanked by an uncertain number
of helicopters flying around it. The last spotting of the supposed space craft came early Monday morning
between 2am and 3am. A logical conclusion‐ especially because the scene that the witnesses saw was ap‐
parently similar to that of military aircrafts‐ was that a military test of sorts or envoy was sent over the
area. Given Florida's high number of military bases, the situation is far from implausible. Possible origins:
There are a number of bases in Florida but so far no military representatives have claimed knowledge of
the formation that was spotted on Monday. The concern of the believers, however, comes from a Navy
spokesman told the local news station that the military does not conduct operations at the Ocala National
Forest at the time specified by the eyewitnesses. The Tampa Air Force echoed those assertions, saying that
they were not performing any drills in the area at the time either. The fact that no one captured a picture
of the supposed spacecraft also hurts the chances of identifying the UFO in question.

The FBI never conducted an investigation about a reported crash
of several flying saucers in New Mexico detailed in a memo 63
years ago ‐ which is now believed to have been an elaborate
hoax. The memo from Guy Hottel, the special agent in charge of
the Washington field office in 1950, was released publicly via the
FBI's website in April 2011. Of all the agency's documents that
have been made public on its website, the so‐called 'Hottel
memo' is by far the most popular, with nearly a million views.
Popular: Of all the agency's documents that have been made
public on its website, the so‐called 'Hottel memo' is the most
viewed, with nearly a million hits. But as the FBI admits in a blog
post appearing on its website, agents never took a second look
into the bizarre report. In the memo, whose subject line is 'Flying
Saucers', Agent Hottel says that an Air Force investigator had
stated that 'three so‐called flying saucers had been recovered in
New Mexico.' The investigator gave the information to a special
agent, he said. The FBI blurred out the names of both the agent
and the investigator's identity. Agent Hottel went on to write:
'They were described as being circular in shape with raised cen‐
ters, approximately 50 feet in diameter. 'Each one was occupied
by three bodies of human shape but only 3 feet tall,' he stated.
The truth is out there: Roswell became infamous after reports
that a flying saucer had crashed in the desert near a military base
there in 1947. The bodies were 'dressed in a metallic cloth of a
very fine texture. Each body was bandaged in a manner similar to
the blackout suits used by speed flyers and test pilots.' Despite
the elaborate description, the Hottel memo has been exposed as
nothing more than misinformation provided by a scam artist
named Silas Newtwon, NBC News reported. Above Top Secret
honcho Mark Allin told the network: 'The memo is based on a
hoax that was carried out by a convicted con man named Silas
Newton, and it was debunked years ago.
'It's a pretty good and interesting hoax story, to be certain, but
there is no value in it beyond that.' Agent Hottel said that the
informant claimed the saucers had been found in New Mexico
'due to the fact that the Government has a very high‐powered
radar set‐up in that area and it is believed the radar interferes
with the controlling mechanism of the saucers'. He then stated
that the special agent did not attempt to investigate further. The
FBI writes in its blog that Director J. Edgar Hoover authorized
agents to verify the existence of flying saucers at the request of
the Air Force. It adds: 'That practice ended in July 1950, four
months after the Hottel memo, suggesting that our Washington
Field Office didn’t think enough of that flying saucer story to look
into it.' The blog goes on: 'The Hottel memo does not prove the
existence of UFOs; it is simply a second‐ or third‐hand claim that
we never investigated.' Agent Hottel died in 1990. The town of
Roswell in New Mexico became infamous after reports that a
flying saucer had crashed in the desert near a military base there
on or around July 2, 1947. The bodies of aliens were said to have
been recovered and autopsied by the U.S. military, but American
authorities have been accused of covering the incident up.
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Spookology - Who Put The Norm in Paranormal?
By Richard Holland

Spooks with Spokes.

Richard Holland is the
editor of the ghosts and
folklore website Uncanny
UK and the former editor of
Paranormal Magazine. A
journalist of more than 20
years’ experience in news‐
papers and magazines, he
is the author of six books,
including ‘Haunted Wales:
A Guide to Welsh Ghost‐
lore’ and ‘The Horror of Gyb
Farm’. He is currently
developing Smart Phone
apps,
including
Ghost
Finder London and Ghost
Finder Edinburgh. To read
more of Richard’s articles,
and those of other authors
on the subject of the super‐
natural in Britain, please
visit www.uncannyuk.com

Over the past few articles I have been
exploring the various ghostly modes of
transport which occasionally, for some
inexplicable reason, continue to fly,
float or wheel their way through the
mortal world. There just remains one
more for me to explore: the phantom
bike. When compared to ghostly
bombers or spooky ships, this category
may seem less than spectacular but
they appeal to me all the more for
their modest strangeness.
I was first introduced to the existence
of bicycle ghosts as a teenage boy
while first exploring my growing inter‐
est in the supernatural. In my local
reference library I found Peter Moss’s
Ghosts Over Britain (1977), a fine col‐
lection of stories personally collected
by the author. On the cover was a
spooky illustration of a ghost cyclist – a
headless one, in fact.
Moss learnt of this spook from a Mr
George Dobbs, who had encountered it
one snowy winter’s evening in the
suburbs of Northampton. He was
trudging south down Harborough Road
towards the Fox & Hounds pub when,
as he passed Kingsthorpe Cemetery’s
gates, he lifted his head into the driv‐
ing snow and saw the headlights of a
car slowly approaching. The car was
stuck in deep ruts in the snow made by
previous vehicles and labouring along
at about 15mph. Silhouetted against
the lights was a cyclist, wobbling along
in one of the ruts and going even
slower than the car. Mr Dodds was
puzzled to see that the cyclist ap‐
peared to be headless but assumed
this was a trick of the eye: perhaps he
was wearing a thick muffler and his
head was bowed as he concentrated
on crunching his way through the
snow. He was vaguely aware that a
collision might occur unless the cyclist
got out of the way or the car stopped
but was too wrapped up in his own
slow progress through the blizzard to
worry much about that.
A few moments later, Mr Dodds real‐
ised the car was crawling along past
him. Of the cyclist, however, there was
no sign, nor was there any indication in
the snow of a collision. Where could he
have gone to and how did the car avoid
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In the way-back-when of my time editing Paranormal Magazine, I jokingly
coined the term ‘spookology’ in one of my editorials. I’ve started using
‘spook’ as a handy word for any really weird and inexplicable ghostly
phenomenon. At a time when the supernatural, an area of research in
which we still understand very little, is becoming increasingly codified, the
bizarre nature of the spooks recalled in this column may serve as a
reminder that it’s way too soon to start normalising the paranormal.
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PENNY FARTHING: A reader of Paranormal Magazine wrote in to tell us about the
ghost she saw perched atop one of these antiquated cycles.
hitting him? At the time Mr Dodds said
nothing of this inexplicable experience
but for a long time it niggled away in
the back of his mind. Two years later,
the conversation in the Fox & Hounds
happened to turn on the subject of the
paranormal, and he diffidently related
what he had seen on that winter’s
night. Instead of the mickey‐taking
he’d expected, one of the regulars,
who happened to be the local grave‐
digger, turned to him and casually
remarked: ‘That was old ‐‐‐‐‐; I buried
him about twenty‐five years ago. There
was deep snow at the time, and he was
knocked off his bike just by the ceme‐
tery gates. In the crash his head was
torn off his body.’
While researching my forthcoming
book on the ghosts of Cheshire, I learnt

of another spectral cyclist. This one
used to ride down a lane between the
city of Chester and the border with
Flintshire. In the very early mornings
the bicycle’s light and the shadowy
figure in the saddle could be seen and
the squeaking of its chain distinctly
heard. Then it would vanish. It was
believed to be the ghost of a railway‐
worker who had committed suicide but
this was only conjecture and the origin
of the spook remains a mystery.
Even more mysterious is the ghost
encountered at Brooke, near Norwich.
Joan Forman, in her Haunted East An‐
glia (1973), retells the account of a Mr
Upton who one evening heard an odd
rattling coming down the lane past the
farm where he worked. He recognised
it as the sound made by the

Spookology - Who Put The Norm in Paranormal?
By Richard Holland

long‐defunct models of bicycle which,
before the invention of pneumatic
tyres, rattled along on steel‐rimmed
wheels. The sound passed the farm
gate then apparently turned and pro‐
ceeded back up the hill the way it had
come but the bike itself remained in‐
visible. On a subsequent occasion one
of Mr Upton’s sisters saw an anti‐
quated bicycle mounting a hill and
passing into a wood. The machine was
propelling itself, however, for there
was no one riding it!
Finally, a much more recent sighting. In
January 2010 I published a letter from
a Paranormal Magazine reader, Rachel
Smith, who explained that while walk‐
ing her dogs in Tyne Riverside Country
Park at Prudhoe, Northumberland, she
was treated from time to time by the
unusual sight of ‘a man dressed in an

Edwardian suit, chocolate‐brown in
colour, wearing a bowler‐type hate
[who] would go whizzing by riding a
very high Penny Farthing bicycle’. The
rider would tip his hat to her and smile.
In total she saw this eccentric gentle‐
man seven or eight times.
Then one day he whizzed past as usual
and Rachel turned to another dog‐
walker and made a comment about
him. ‘What man on what bike?’ asked
the puzzled lady. She hadn’t seen him.
She had, however, felt a gust of wind
and had noticed a ‘rustling noise’.
Up until then Rachel had presumed the
Penny Farthing was being ridden by
vintage bike enthusiast, now she was‐
n’t so sure. To compound the mystery
further, she never saw the Penny Far‐
thing or its friendly rider again...

INSPIRATION: Ghosts Over Britain by Peter Moss, whose cover
boasts an illustration by Angela Lewer of a phantom cyclist.

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP?
Now working on our new issue, Phenomena Magazine has gone from strength to strength. We can now comfortably say
that PM is now the leading e-mag of its type in the UK and is quickly becoming recognised throughout the U.S. thanks to
UFOSTORE and UFOTV freely advertising and distributing the magazine. We are often asked how many people are actually
reading our monthly issues. We can say with some accuracy that thousands are reading it throughout the UK but on a
global scale... well... who knows? It’s next to impossible to say for sure.
Phenomena Magazine requires feedback from our readers so we can assess our efforts in providing this free monthly
magazine. What readers would like to see more of or maybe less of. We are always open to new ideas and encourage article
submissions not only by recognised writers, investigators and researchers of these subjects, but also newcomers. The
Phenomena Magazine website will features numerous pages that include DVD, book and equipment reviews, behind the
scenes information about those responsible for bringing you Phenomena Magazine, Interesting links, and our back issues
page where you can download every issue of Phenomena Magazine.
Check it out Phenomena Magazine at:

www.phenomenamagazine.co.uk
Don’t forget to drop us a line in regards your thoughts, feedback, article submissions etc. We would love to here from you.

Huffington Post
Astronomical Information

Astronomers Find Alien Worlds 'Stranger Than Science Fiction'.
Huffington Post UK / PA Posted: 12/03/2013 14:45 GMT |Updated: 12/03/2013 14:51 GMT
Astronomers are still waiting to find an Earth twin amid a plethora of newly discovered worlds, many of them stranger than anything dreamed of in science fiction. A
total of 2,700 planetary candidates have been detected by the Kepler space telescope since its launch four years ago, a meeting of scientists was told in London today.
Up to 90% of these are likely to be confirmed as true planets orbiting stars beyond the Sun. Since the early 1990s, astronomers have verified the existence of more
than 800 "exoplanets". Many are weirder worlds than scientists ever expected to find, according to Professor Bill Borucki, principal investigator for the Kepler mission. They include gas giants three times the size of Jupiter - something previously thought to be physically impossible - a super-dense planet that could be covered
in oceans of molten iron, and a "styrofoam" world light enough to float in water. Another Kepler discovery turns out to be only slightly bigger than the Earth's moon the smallest "exoplanet" detected so far.
An odd-couple of planetary neighbours have also been found, one rocky and the other gaseous. Up to half these worlds inhabit multi-planet solar systems, and 40 to
50 of them dwell within the habitable or "Goldilocks" zone - the orbital region where temperatures are right to allow surface liquid water and, potentially, life.
Yet Kepler's primary goal - to find a possibly life-supporting second Earth - remains elusive. "There are about 40 to 50 planetary candidates in habitable zones but we
have not yet found an Earth-sized planet in the habitable zone," said Prof Borucki, from Nasa's Ames Research Centre. "We've certainly found a lot of planets in habitable zones, but they're not Earth-sized."
Planets the size of Earth and smaller have been detected in hot regions close to their stars, and worlds larger than Earth further out where temperatures are more
conducive to life. Some Jupiter-like habitable zone planets might even be circled by life-sustaining moons, said Prof Borucki.
The smaller a planet is, the harder it is to detect at greater distances from its star, he explained. "They have to have a big signal, and the signal has got to be much
larger than the surrounding noise," he said. "Each year our data analysis gets more clever at finding these smaller planets."
The evidence suggests that, on average, every star has one or more planets. That means there must be at least 100 billion planets in our galaxy, the Milky Way.
But just because there are a lot of planets, that does not necessarily mean life is common among the stars, said Prof Borucki. "We can't tell that," he said. "First of all
we haven't seen any Earths in habitable zones, where it counts. We speculate that there will be some, but that's only a guess."
Kepler is watching more than 100,000 stars in the Milky Way looking for evidence of planets crossing or "transiting" the face of their parent star. When this happens a
tiny amount of starlight is blocked out, betraying the planet's presence. The data allow scientists to calculate both the size of the planet and its orbital distance.
A European Space Agency (ESA) mission still in the planning stage could see the first attempt to find evidence of life in exoplanet atmospheres. British scientists are
playing a leading role in EChO (Exoplanet Characterisation Observatory), a new space telescope that, if given the green light, will be launched in 2022-24.
EChO's job will not be to find new planets but to scan the atmospheres of those already detected. It will be able to detect signs of oxygen and carbon dioxide - both
possible signatures of life - in the atmospheres of "super-Earths" orbiting cool stars, such as red dwarfs. "Hopefully EChO will open the route to even more challenging missions later on," said Dr Giovanna Tinetti, from University College London, who has led the mission proposal. ESA will make a final decision about whether to
adopt EChO next year.
Prof Borucki and Dr Tinetti were attending a discussion meeting on exoplanets hosted by the Royal Society in London.

Voyager 1 Leaves the Solar System.
Huffington Post UK | By Michael Rundle Posted: 20/03/2013 15:16 GMT | Updated: 20/03/2013 16:59 GMT
Humanity has left the Solar System.
According to a news release, the Voyager 1 spacecraft appears to have traveled beyond the influence of the Sun. After 35 years it has become the first manmade object to leave the Solar System and enter inter-stellar space.
The Voyager 1 probe was initially intended just to explore the planets of our solar system - but it never stopped. "This is a present from a small distant world, a token
of our sounds, our science, our images, our music, our thoughts, and our feelings," said President Jimmy Carter at the time of the launch. The remarkably durable
craft has now traveled 11 billion miles, trailed at 9 billion miles by its successor, Voyager 2. Voyager 1 will now travel alone in space, on a course for the star AC
+793888 - which it will never reach. Within 15 years its plutonium generator will stop producing electricity, at which point its transmitter will die and it will drift alone in
space. Nasa's spacecraft recorded drastic changes in radiation levels on August 25, 2012 according to a study in Geophysical Research Letters, a journal of the
American Geophysical Union (AGU). Those changes hinted that the craft had crossed the so-called "heliocliff" where the Sun's wind of energetic particles ceased to
be felt. That the sudden change reflected the true boundary between our solar system and the wider universe has now been accepted by the AGU.
Scientists will still debate whether the craft has truly left the Solar System or not as a technical definition - but what is clear is that the craft is now in an unknown
region of space, where we have never been before.
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Stanton Style
Forwarded by Lloyd Pye

Astronomy magazine letter from Stanton Friedman April 2013.

letters@astronomy.com

As a scientist who has been studying the UFO evidence since 1958, I must commend ASTRONOMY for publishing such a
splendid example of the intellectual bankruptcy of the pseudoscience of anti‐ufology ,namely Phil Plait’s “The Science
Behind UFOs” (May 2013).He avoids all the science! There are 5 large scale scientific studies. None are mentioned.
There are at least 12 PhD Theses about UFOs. None are mentioned. There are numerous radar visual accounts. None are
mentioned. There are more than 5000 Physical Trace Cases collected by Ted Phillips from 95 countries. None are men‐
tioned. There are a number of well investigated UFO abduction cases investigated by Professionals such as Psychiatrist
Dr. John Mack of Harvard. None are mentioned. The largest study is “Project Blue Book Special Report No. 14” done by
engineers and scientists at Battelle Memorial Institute under contract to the USAF. It has over 200 tables, charts, graphs,
maps, etc and deals with 3201 UFO sightings of which 21.5% were finally listed as UNKNOWNS, completely separate
from the 9.3% listed as Insufficient Information. The better the quality of the sighting the more likely to be an UN‐
KNOWN.A chi‐square statistical analysis showed that the probability that the UNKNOWNS were just missed knowns was
less than 1%. The 247 page ”Symposium on Unidentified Flying Objects: Hearings Before the Committee on Science and
Astronautics, U.S. House of Representatives” ,July 29, 1968, provides testimony from 12 scientists , three of whom were
astronomers. One was Dr. J. Allen Hynek, Chairman of the Astronomy Department at Northwestern University, and for
more than 20 years consultant to the USAF Project Blue Book. His book “The UFO Experience: A Scientific Inquiry”
should be required reading and contains many intriguing sightings. The most comprehensive presentation was by Dr.
James E. McDonald, Senior Physicist in the Department of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Arizona. He covered
41 separate cases including sightings by astronomers such as Dr. Clyde Tombaugh, the discoverer of the planet Pluto,
and multiple witness radar visual cases.
The University of Colorado’s “Scientific Report on UFOs “(The Condon Report)
included information on 117 cases of which, according to a special UFO Sub‐
committee of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 30%
could not be identified..This book has the folllowing statement about the Trent
Photo from McMinnville, Oregon, May 1950, noted by Plait. “This is one of the
few UFO Reports in which all factors investigated, geometric, psychological,
and physical appear to be consistent with the assertion that an extraordinary
flying object, silvery, metallic, disk shaped, tens of meters in diameter and evi‐
dently artificial, flew within sight of two witnesses”. The explanation given for
the earlier Phoenix Lights as representing jets flying in formation is ridiculous.
The object was huge, silent, flying slowly, blotting out the sky. It had no red
and green lights. An important witness was Arizona governor, Fife Symington,
a former air force officer and pilot. Plait acts as though all UFO sightings are
just lights in the sky which are easily identified by somebody like him”A scien‐
tist, a Skeptic, a Hardnosed realist”. The facts indicate that this is totally un‐
true. One possible explanation for Plait’s complete failure to deal with the sci‐
ence of UFOs is that, considering the date, it was written as an April Fool’s Day
joke. If so, I apologize. There is much more data at www.stantonfriedman.com
Most cordially,
Stanton T. Friedman.
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